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FOREWORD

One of main features of the 'counter-revolution' in economics
which has resulted in the revival of classical liberal ideas has
been a change in views about government's ability to control the
economy. 'Fiscal fine tuning' is virtually discredited and
monetary policy is no longer seen as a means of stimulating
employment. Not just theory, but experience in many countries
demonstrates that unemployment cannot for long be held
below its 'natural' rate by monetary expansion. The proper role
of monetary -authorities is now generally regarded as keeping
the general price level under control.

As economists' views have changed and attention has
switched from employment-promotion to price stability, so
inflation has been checked in many countries to the extent that
zero inflation now appears an achievable goal. But is a stable
price level the ideal? That is the fundamental question which
Professor George Selgin asks in Hobart Paper 132.

Professor Selgin argues instead for a monetary policy which
would allow prices to vary with movements in productivity
(either labour or total factor productivity). Rather than
attempting to keep the general price level constant, a
'productivity norm' policy would permit that level to change to
reflect variations in unit costs of production. The consequence,
as Selgin points out, would in recent times have been year-on
year price declines rather than the inflation which has been
experienced. In the 30 years after the Second World War, for
example, United States consumer prices would have halved
instead of almost tripling.

Adverse supply shocks (such as haIVest failures or wars) would
be allowed to influence prices under a productivity norm. But
the long-run tendency, in an economy with growing
productivity, would be '...secular deflation interrupted by
occasional negative supply shocks' (p. 70).

Selgin claims that the case for a productivity norm - which
can be found in the writings of early 19th century writers - was
all but lost in the Keynesian revolution and its aftermath. So,
when monetarists again argued that price level control should
be the prime aim of monetary policy,
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, ... they did so by rehabilitating old arguments for a constant price
level, leaving the productivity norm alternative buried in
obscurity'. (p. 13)

He goes on to develop the argument for the productivity
norm, using both theory and historical evidence. In his view, the
'menu' (physical and managerial) costs of changing prices are
likely to be less under such a norm than under a zero inflation
regime; it is less likely to induce 'monetary misperception
effects'; 'efficient outcomes using fixed money contracts' are
more likely; and the real money stock will probably be closer to
its optimum.

Some puzzling episodes in economic history are also
addressed by Professor Selgin who argues, for example, that a
falling price level ' .. .is not necessarily a sign or source of
depression' ( p. 49). As he points out, the 'Great Depression' of
1873 to 1896 - when British wholesale prices fell by about a third
- was actually a time of rising real incomes. Thus the Great
Depression, '...considered as a depression of anything except the
price level, appears to be a myth' (p.51).

Under a productivity norm, the monetary authorities would
target nominal income, setting its growth rate at the weighted
average of labour (or labour and capital) input growth rates.
Selgin contends that a productivity norm policy would be best
implemented under a fully deregulated 'free' banking system
which has an automatic tendency to stabilise nominal income.

It is an interesting commentary on the distance most
countries have come in conquering inflation that the idea of the
productivity norm has been revived. As Professor Selgin says:

,...zero inflationists have been busy wrestling with arguments for
secular inflation. Not long ago they confronted a world economy
hooked on double-digit inflation, where any proposal for reducing
inflation was regarded as a recipe for depression, and where
proposals for zero inflation were considered both cruel and
utopian.' (p. 70)

That world has changed and it is now appropriate to question
the zero inflation aim to determine whether or not it can be
bettered.

The conclusions of this Hobart Paper, like those of all Institute
publications, are those of the author and not of the Institute
(which has no corporate view), its Trustees, Advisers or
Directors. Professor Selgin's Paper is published as a thought-
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provoking and radical attempt to move forward the debate
about the proper role of monetary policy and how the general
level of prices should be controlled.

March 1997 COLIN ROBINSON
Editorial Director, The Institute ofEconomic Affairs;

Professor ofEconomics, University ofSurrey
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I. INTRODUCTION

'To a simple fellow like myself it seems that the lower prices which
increased production makes possible would benefit everybody, but
I recognise there must be a flaw in my thinking, for increased
productivity has not brought - and does not seem likely to bring 
lower prices. Presumably there is some good reason for this. Will
someone explain?' 1

Not long ago, many economists were convinced that monetary
policy should aim at achieving 'full employment'. Those who
looked upon monetary expansion as a way to eradicate almost
all unemployment failed to appreciate that persistent
unemployment is a non-monetary or 'natural' economic
condition, which no amount of monetary medicine can cure.
Today most of us know better: both theory and experience
have taught us that trying to hold unemployment below its
'natural rate' through monetary expansion is like trying to
relieve a hangover by having another drink: in both cases, the
prescribed cure eventually makes the patient worse off.2

Heeding this 'natural rate' perspective, several governments
- including those of Great Britain, the US, Canada, Australia,
and New Zealand - have taken or are considering steps to
relieve their central banks of responsibility for creating jobs,
allowing them to focus instead on something central banks can
do: limiting movements in the general level of output prices.
This new trend in monetary policy raises a question of
fundamental importance to both economists and policy
makers: how should we want the price level to behave?

Many if not most economists today view a constant output
price level or 'zero inflation' as both a theoretical and a

1 A former Archbishop of Wales, in a letter to the London Times, as quoted in
Robertson (1963, pp. 11-12n).

2 Past. attempts by central banks to 'cure' unemployment and stimulat.e
economic growt.h t.hrough inflation have t.ended t.o heighten 'natural'
unemployment rates and reduce growt.h by misdirecting labour and other
resources (Hayek, 1975; Cozier and Selody, 1992).
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practical ideal.3 Even some of the more determined critics of
a zero inflation policy seem prepared to admit its theoretical
merits, opposing it solely on the grounds that getting to zero
would be excessively costly.4

I believe that zero inflationists are wrong for reasons having
nothing to do with transition costs. I am inclined to agree
with zero inflationists' claim that the long-run benefits from
any credible zero inflation policy, considered as a substitute
for today's creeping inflation, would probably exceed that
policy's short-run costs.5 Nonetheless I submit that a constant
price level, even once in place, would be far from ideal.
Instead, the price level should be allowed to vary to reflect
changes in goods' unit costs of production. I call a pattern of
general price level adjustments corresponding to such a rule
for individual price changes a 'productivity norm'. Under a
productivity norm, changes in velocity would be prevented (as
under zero inflation) from influencing the price level through
offsetting adjustments in the supply of money. But adverse
'supply shocks' like wars and harvest failures would be allowed
to manifest themselves in higher output prices, while
permanent improvements in productivity would be allowed to
lower prices permanently.

Economists employ two different notions of productivity 
labour productivity and total factor productivity6 - and

3 Some authors distinguish between a constant price level and zero inflation. But a
genuine 'zero inflation' policy achieves a long-run, constant value for the price
level by requiring the monetary authorities to 'roll back' the price-level whenever
it changes from some initial value. (The alternative of 'letting bygones be
bygones' is consistent with zero eXjJecterl inflation only.) Most advocates of 'zero
inflation' do in fact have a 'roll back' policy in mind. Thus William T. Gavin
(1990, pp. 43-4) defines 'zero inflation' as being 'equivalent to a [stable] price
level target', rejecting the alternative of zero expected inflation because, under
this alternative, 'the price level would have no anchor [and] would drift about in
response to real shocks and control errors'.

4 Thus Canadian economist Robert F. Lucas (1990, p. 66), in arguing for living
with some (4 per cent) inflation, writes: 'If the inflation rate can be chosen
independent of history, then zero is clearly the preference- of most, if not all,
mainstream economists.' (Lest there should be any confusion, Robert E.
Lucas, the American Nobel laureate, supports a goal of zero inflation.)

5 Howitt. (1990) and Carlstrom and Gavin (1993) offer effective replies to the
'transition cost' argument against zero inflation.

6 Labour product.ivity is t.he ratio of real out.put. t.o labour input., whereas t.ot.al
factor product.ivity is t.he rat.io of real output to total factor (in practice, labour
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disagree about how each should be measured. But one fact at
least is beyond dispute: throughout modern history,
improvements in aggregate productivity have overshadowed
occasional setbacks. This has been especially true during the
last half-century. According to one widely-used estimate, from
1948 to 1976 total factor productivity in the US grew by an
ave'rage annual rate of 2 per cent.7 Had a (total factor)
productivity norm been in effect during this time, US
consumer prices in 1976 would on average have been roughly
half as high as they were just after the Second World War.8

Instead, as Figure 1 shows, the US price level nearly tripled,
obscuring the reality of falling real unit production costs.
Other industrialised nations, including the UK, experienced
both higher rates of inflation and more rapid productivity
growth than the US, so for them the discrepancy between the
progress of economic efficiency and that of money prices was

and capital) input.. Algebraically, the (logarithmic) growth rate of labour
productivity is equal to the growth rate of total factor productivity plus the
growth rate of the capital-labour ratio multiplied by capital's share of total
expenditures. Because production in most nations has tended to become
more capital-intensive over t.ime, labour product.ivity has t.ended t.o grow more
rapidly than total factor productivity. See the Appendix (below, pp. 72-3) for
det.ails.

7 Bureau of Labor St.atistics (1983). Kendrick and Grossman place the growth
rat.e at 2·3 per cent., while Dale Jorgenson places it at only 1·3 per cent.
Alt.hough different. sources arrive at subst.ant.ially different. est.imates of average

productivity growt.h, it. is wort.h not.ing that. product.ivity t.ime series from all of
them are highly correlated. Norsworthy (1984) favours Jorgenson's t.echniques
on account. of t.heir great.er consist.ency wit.h neo-classical economic theory.
Other researchers (e.g. Levit.an and Werneke, 1984, pp. 14-23) point. to a
downward bias inherent in available data. The BLS estimates may, t.herefore,
be about right after all. For a comparison of alternative measurements of total
factor productivity see Bureau of Labor Stat.istics, 1983, pp. 73-80.

8 That is a conselVative estimate, which fails to allow for any adverse effect of
inflation or deflation on productivity. In fact, there is a strong, negative
empirical relation between the growth rate of productivity and the rate of
inflation (Sbordone and Kuttner, 1994). Although causation might run either
way, there are good reasons for suspecting, as Arthur Okun did (1980, p.
353,nI5), 'that. curbing inflation would do more to revive productivity than a
direct stimulus to productivity could do to slow inflation'. Studies suggesting
that the suspicion is warranted include Jarrett. and Selody (1982) and Smyt.h
(1995). Jarrett and Selody claimed in 1982 that a permanent 1 per cent
reduction in the annual inflation rate would have raised US productivity
growt.h by 0·11 percentage points.
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Figure 1: Actual and Productivity-Norm Price Levels, 1948-1976
(Quarterly Data, 1948 = 100)
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even more severe. A policy of 'zero inflation' would partially
have avoided this odd result. But only partially: even zero
inflation would have involved some failure of money. price
signals to reflect transparently and accurately the true state
and progress of real production possibilities.

Most of the arguments for a productivity norm are far from
new. Many can be traced to economic writings of the early
19th century, and were a staple of both classical and neo
classical economic analysis. Prominent economists who made
these arguments included David Davidson, Evan Durbin,
Francis Edgeworth, Robert Giffen, Gottfried Haberler, Ralph
Hawtrey, Friedrich Hayek, Eric Lindahl, Alfred Marshall,
Gunnar Myrdal, Dennis Robertson, and Arthur Pigou.
Indeed, as late as the early 1930s there was at least as much
support among well-known economists for some kind of
productivity norm as for the alternative of zero inflation. Even
Keynes himself (1936, pp. 270-71) flirted with the idea (which,
he noted, was more consistent with stability of money wages),
only to reach a verdict favouring zero inflation.

Regrettably, the case for a productivity norm was all but
forgotten in the aftermath of the 'Keynesian' revolution,
which made price-level policy secondary to the goal of
achieving 'full' employment. When monetarists once again
made control of the price level a primary object of monetary
policy, they did so by rehabilitating old arguments for a
constant price level, leaving the productivity-norm alternative
buried in obscurity.9

Today's proponents of Zero inflation seldom grapple with
the productivity-norm alterhative. lO lJsually they just overlook

9 See my (1995b) and (1996b) discussions of price-level policy in the history of
economic thought.. Milton Friedman's (1969) well-known argument for
deflation as a means for achieving an 'optimum quantity of money' is distinct
from earlier arguments for falling prices. As we shall see, it actually calls for
deflation at a rate exceeding t.he rat.e of productivity growt.h.

Modern proposals for central bank targeting of nominal income (GNP or
GDP) involve some of the same reasoning underlying earlier arguments for a
productivity norm. Most. proponents of income target.ing are nonetheless zero
inflationists, in that t.hey regard it. as a means of achieving a constant long-run
price level.

10 A not.eworthy recent exception is Kevin Dowd (1995). See also my (1995a)
reply.
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it, as in treatments that pretend to argue for a constant price
level when in fact merely arguing against secular inflation.
Typical is The Economist's statement (Anonymous, 1992, p. 11)
that zero inflation is best 'because anything higher interferes
with the ... ability [of prices] to provide information about
relative scarcities'. The alternative of anything lower than zero,
such as a price-level typically falling (but also occasionally
rising) in response to changing productivity, is simply
neglected. 11

Zero inflationists' neglect of the alternative of secular
deflation, along with their failure to consider the implications
of productivity changes, has led them to embrace a faulty
monetary policy ideal. In model economies where
productivity does not change, it is relatively easy to make the
case that zero inflation (that is, a constant price level) is
consistent with keeping real economic activity on or close to
its efficient and 'natural' path. But in reality productivity is
constantly changing, generally for the better. In the real
world, a little secular deflation, along with upward movements
in the price level mirroring adverse supply shocks, would be
better than zero inflation.

The Case for Zero Inflation

The idea that general macroeconomic stability requires
stability of output prices probably predates the productivity
norm alternative, being found in the writings of certain
preclassical economists, including John Law. The need for
stable prices was a recurrent theme of classical economics (see
Viner, 1937, pp. 185-200, and Fisher, 1934) although, as noted
earlier, many classical writers favoured a productivity norm.
Arguments for a constant price level were, like arguments for a
productivity norm, especially prominent in the decades just
prior to the Keynesian revolution, with price-level stability

11 Here and there the alt.ernat.ive of secular deflation is at. least. mentioned, but.
only to be immediately brushed aside on dubious pragmatic (rather than
theoretical) grounds, e.g. 'because current policy debate centres on whether
price stability should be the objective of monetary policy' (Carlstrom and
Gavin, 1993, p. 9). Presumably the authors of this quote meant to say that
debate centres on a choice between positive or zero inflation. Such
pragmatism may have been justified several years ago, when few countries were
even close to achieving zero inflation. Today it seems to be wholly out of place.
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championed by Knut Wicksell, Gustav Cassel, Irving Fisher,
John Maynard Keynes, Carl Snyder, and George Warren and
Frank Pearson, among others. The Keynesian revolution
made price-level policy play second fiddle to full employment
until the monetarist counter-revolution - helped by worldwide
outbreaks of inflation - brought the behaviour of the price
level back to centre stage. I2

The years since the monetarist counter-revolution have
produced scores of academic briefs for zero inflation. One of
the most eloquent, I think, was written by Leland Yeager a
decade ago. According to Yeager (1986, p. 370), monetary
disequilibrium - 'a discrepancy between actual and desired
holdings of money at the prevailing price level' - causes
deviations of employment and real output from their 'natural'
or 'full-information' levels. A shortage of money at some given
price level implies a corresponding surplus of goods, while a
surplus of money implies a shortage of goods. Because a
surplus of money eventually leads to higher prices, while a
shortage of money eventually leads to lower prices, changes in
the general level of prices ought to be regarded as 'symptoms
>r consequences' of monetary disequilibrium (Yeager, 1986, p.

373). It follows, according to Yeager, that a policy that aqjusts
the nominal money stock so as to avoid any need for
movements in the general price level will avoid or reduce
macro-economic disturbances. Such a policy requires that the
quantity of money vary inversely with changes in money's
velocity of circulation and directly with 'natural' changes in
real output, including changes in output stemming from changes in
productivity. 13

Although it rests on a quantity theory of inflation and
deflation, Yeager's argument for price-level stabilisation
contradicts a naive short-run interpretation of the quantity

12 Although strict monetarists reject. attempts t.o 'fine tune' t.he money supply,
favouring monetary rules consist.ent. wit.h long-run price level stability only,
many of t.heir writ.ings suggest t.hat a jlerfectly constant price level would be ideal,
if only human instit.utions could achieve it..

13 Not.e that monet.ary policy is viewed here as being capable of reducing or
eliminating monetary or 'unnat.ural' disturbances t.o real activity only. Policy
cannot. altoget.her 'st.abilise' real activity in so far as 'nat.ural' rat.es of out.put.
and employment are themselves subject t.o random change, as so-called 'real
business cycle' theories suggest., and as I t.hink is bound t.o be the case given t.he
random nat.ure of innovat.ions to productivity.
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theory: Yeager rejects the view, encountered in certain
classical and New Classical writings, that changes in the stock
of or demand for money can lead to instantaneous, uniform
and transparent adjustments in all money prices, without
altering patterns of production and consumption. Instead of
subscribing to a naive quantity theory, Yeager and other
proponents of zero inflation insist that price-level adjustments
generally 'do not and cannot occur promptly and completely
enough to absorb the entire impact of [a] monetary change
and so avoid quantity changes' (Yeager, 1986, p. 373).

Several obstacles stand in the way of instantly-equilibrating
general price changes. First among them are fixed money
contracts that cannot easily be 'indexed' to general price
movements. Such contracts include both wage contracts and
nominal debt contracts, the most notorious of which is the
government's 'contract' offering holders of high-powered
money balances a fixed, zero nominal rate of interest. Second,
'menu costs' and other expenses involved in posting and
sometimes negotiating new money prices can make the price
level 'sticky' in the short run. 14 Finally, sell~rs may be
reluctant to change, and especially to lower, their prices in
response to monetary disequilibrium even when the fixed
costs of doing so are very small. Some analysts (e.g. Okun,
1980, pp. 145ff.) link this reluctance to the inelastic demand
for products of firms whose customers face high shopping
costs. Yeager (1986, p. 377) attributes it, in part at least, to the
fact that money, 'unlike other goods, lacks a price and a
market of its own'. This fact makes any equilibrating price
level change something of a public good:

'Money's value (strictly, the reciprocal of its value) is the average
of individual prices and wages determined on myriads of distinct
though interconnecting markets for individual goods and services.
Adjustment of money's value has to occur through supply and
demand changes on these individual markets.'

14 Alt.hough t.he 'New Keynesian' lit.erat.ure offers t.he most elaborat.e modern
t.reat.ment. of menu costs and ot.her sources of nominal price rigidities (d. Ball
and Mankiw, 1994), awareness of such rigidit.ies and t.heir macro-economic
implicat.ions pre-dat.es New Keynesian writings, and was in fact. an int.egral part.
of 'old-fashioned monet.arism'. On t.he relation between Old Monet.arists and
New Keynesians see Yeager (1996b).
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Every affected transactor therefore regards the value of
money 'as set beyond his control, except to the utterly trivial
extent that the price he may be able to set on his own product
arithmetically affects money's average purchasing power'
(Yeager, 1986, p. 392). Why should a seller - especially one
selling a good for which demand is inelastic - stick his neck
out to correct a shortage of money by being the first in the
market to lower his own product's price, when that seller
might be better off letting others cut their prices first instead?

New Keynesian writings also assign a crucial role to what
they call 'aggregate demand externalities' as a source of
sluggish price adjustment. According to Ball and Mankiw
(1994, p. 18),

'The private and social gains from price adjustment [following a
negative money shock] are very different. If a single firm adjusts
its price, it does not change the position of its demand curve; it
simply moves to a new point on the curve. This adjustment raises
profits [not taking menu costs into account], but the gain is
second order. In contrast, if all firms adjusted to the monetary
shock, the aggregate price level would fall, real balances would
return to their original level, and each firm's demand curve would
shift back out. ... Unfortunately, an individual firm does not take
this effect into account bet:ause, as a small part of the economy, it
takes aggregate spending and hence the position of its demand
curve as given. Thus firms may not bother to make price
adjustments that, taken together, would end a recession.' 15

The 'public' character of most of the benefits associated
with a firm's adjusting its price in response to some monetary
disequilibrium serves further to magnify the extent of price
stickiness associated with any given 'menu' costs of price
adjustment. The result is that, instead of appearing instantly
following some monetary disturbance, a market-elearing
general price level must be 'groped towards' by way of a
'decentralised, piecemeal, sequential, trial and error' process
(Yeager, 1986, p. 375).

15 New Keynesian writings treat this 'aggregate demand externality' argument as
being applicable t.o impetfectly competitive markets only, on t.he ground t.hat.
firms under perfect competition 'are price takers, not price setters' (Ball and
Mankiw, 1994, p. 17). But., as Kenneth Arrow (1969) showed some time ago,
under disequilibrium circumstances even firms that. would ot.herwise be
perfectly competitive become price setters.
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Sluggish price adjustments are also likely to be uneven, with
some prices adjusting ahead of others, so that equilibrating
price-level movements typically involve temporary alterations
of relative prices. Monetary theorists going as far back as
Richard Cantillon and David Hume have understood that the
relative price effects of any money supply shock depend on the
monetary 'transmission mechanism' - that is, on the precise
way in which nominal money balances are added to or
subtracted from the economy. In fact, both money supply and
demand shocks first make their presence felt, not in all
markets at once, but in particular markets from which their
effects slowly spread to the rest of the economy (Yeager,
1996a). Clark Warburton (an 'Old Monetarist') discusses the
case of a positive money supply shock:

'The first change occurs at the point where the additional money
is introduced into or taken out of the economy and is expressed in
an increased or decreased demand for the goods and services
desired by the persons directly affected by the change in the
quantity of money.' ([1946] 1951, pp. 298-99)

Consider an unexpected round of central bank open
market purchases. The purchases 'inject' new high-powered
money directly into the bond market, raising the value of
government securities. The high-powered money quickly
makes its way into commercial banks, who use it to make more
loans, at lower rates. 16 Borrowers use the loans to purchase
labour, capital goods, and durable consumer goods.
Eventually an overall rise in spending raises the general price
level, eliminating what had been a surplus of money balances.
In principle, short-run monetary 'injection' effects can
temporarily alter relative prices even if all money prices are
quite flexible.

Temporary, relative price changes connected to bouts of
monetary disequilibrium introduce 'noise' into money price
signals, and thus 'degrade the information conveyed by
individual prices' (ibid., p. 374). Businessmen, workers and
consumers rely on this degraded information (because it is
better than nothing), and end up wasting resources. The

16 For evidence of this so-called 'liquidity effect.' of money supply shocks on
interest rates in the US see Lastrapes and Selgin (1995) and other references
cited therein.
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quote from The Economist (page 14 above) makes this very
point. Monetary disturbances have real effects, not just
because of the time it takes for the price level to adjust, but also
because of the devious path taken by individual prices during
the adjustment process.

Finally, changes in the overall price level of the sort needed
to eliminate monetary disequilibrium can themselves promote
'unnatural' changes in real economic activity: economic actors
may confuse general price changes with relative price changes,
either because they suffer from 'money illusion' (a genuine
failure to consider the meaning of general price changes) or
because they only observe local price movements and infer
(imperfectly) what is happening to prices in more far-removed
markets. One frequently offered scenario of monetary
expansion has workers reacting to higher money wage-rates
while overlooking changes in the 'cost of living', so that
employment rises (temporarily) above its natural or full
information level. Implicit in such scenarios is the assumption
that changes in real money demand or nominal money supply,
and consequent changes in the price level, are not perfectly
anticipated by economic agents: while workers or consumers
might easily anticipate steady, long-term trends in the
equilibrium price level, they are likely to be surprised by, and
fail to recognise, random changes. Nor would complete
knowledge of the schedule of changes in the nominal money
stock (assuming such knowledge could be had) be sufficient
to avoid price-level surprises, unless the public could also
make precise forecasts of future changes in real money
demand. It follows, then (according to zero inflationists), that
the' surest way to avoid money illusion is to avoid changes in
the price level altogether.

Responding to the potential dangers of both monetary
misperceptions and sluggish money price adjustment,
advocates of zero inflation seek to minimise the burden borne by
the price system. A policy of adjusting the nominal quantity of
money whenever such an adjustment serves to keep the price
level constant (but not otherwise) is supposed to do this both
by reducing the number and size of needed adjustments in
money prices, and by reducing the extent of temporary and
unwarranted relatiye price changes (including altered real
interest rates) arising in connection with any monetary
disturbance.
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The arguments considered so far have been arguments to
the effect that zero inflation helps avoid short-run macro
economic disturbances. A separate but related argument for
zero inflation claims it would eliminate long-run price-level
uncertainty, thus making it easier for economising agents to
rely on fixed money contracts, and debt contracts especially,
without having to fear that those contracts will be undermined
by unpredicted changes in the value of money. In principle,
the efficiency of most fixed money contracts - the obvious
exception being the zero nominal interest payment on cash 
would not be undermined, even without resort to indexation,
by some perfectly anticipated inflation or deflation: in this
case optimal nominal payments can be determined ex ante,
when contracts are first negotiated. Still, a randomly 'drifting'
price level, such as a productivity norm would allow, is bound
to be unpredictable and would, therefore (according to the
standard view) , be decidedly less conducive to long-run
planning than a constant price level. Thus Robert F. Lucas
(1990, pp. 77-8; emphasis added) asserts: 'If there is one thing
about inflation that all economists can agree on, it is that a
variable inflation generates the highest costs.'

I say, not so fast.
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II. PRODUCTIVIlY AND RELATIVE PRICES

There are two ways of gauging productivity, each suggesting a
distinct kind of productivity norm. A labour productivity norm
allows price-level changes that reflect changes in the ratio of
real labour input to real output, while a total factor productivity
norm allows price-level changes that reflect changes in the
ratio of total real (labour and capital) inputs to total real
output. An increase in total factor productivity tends, other
things equal, to involve a proportional increase in labour
productivity. But labour productivity also varies along with the
capital intensity of production, with more or less capital
intensive methods yielding higher or lower levels of labour
productivity. It follows, then, that a labour productivity norm
and a total factor productivity norm yield the same results if
and only if capital intensity does not change. For the time being,
to simplify discussion, I will assume that this is indeed the case;
that is, assume that changes in labour productivity are due
exclusively to neutral changes in total factor productivity.17
This allows me to discuss, in general terms, of the theoretical
implications of 'a productivity norm' without bothering to
distinguish between the two possible versions of such a norm.
Later I will briefly consider pros and cons of the two
alternatives in situations where they do in fact differ (pages 64
66).

Because the main purpose of this paper is to compare the
theoretical implications of a productivity norm with those of
zero inflation, the practical feasibility of both norms is taken
for granted throughout most of the discussion that follows. To
be precise, it is assumed that there is a fiat-money-issuing
central monetary authority capable of insulating the price
level from the effects of innovations to the velocity of money
or real output. Under a zero inflation norm, the authority
adjusts money growth in such a way as to offset the price-level
effects of innovations to both velocity and real output,

17 By a 'neut.ral' change in productivity I mean one t.hat leaves both the degree of
capital intensity and the price of capital services relative to that of labour
unchanged.
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including innovations to productivity. Under a productivity
norm, the authority's response to innovations to the velocity of
money and to the supply of factors of production are the same
as under a zero inflation norm. But the authority does not
respond to any change in productivity in so far as the change
does not also involve a change in the velocity of money or the
supply of factors of production. Of course, real-world
monetary authorities are not so well-informed or well-behaved.
Eventually I plan to acknowledge this fact, by proposing an
institutional arrangement capable of automatically
implementing something close to a productivity norm.

Underlying Tenets

The case for a productivity norm rests on many of the same
tenets that underlie arguments for zero inflation. Both
proposals take for granted the desirability of minimising the
negative effects of monetary disequilibrium; both acknowledge
the desirability, in theory, of accommodating changes in the
velocity of money through opposite changes in its nominal
quantity; and both reject attempts to employ monetary policy
deliberately to divert the economy from its natural or full
information path.

The two norms also take for granted a belief that the
public's expectations concerning the future state of macro
economic variables may be incorrect: people cannot be
expected to form accurate forecasts of future movements in
the price level or other macro-economic variables subject to
random change. Both proposals assume that individuals
prefer contracts fixed in money terms over contracts indexed
to the price level or the supply of money. Finally, both
proposals generally take for granted the presence of a
monetary authority capable of adjusting the flow of nominal
spending in response to supply or demand shocks in less time
than it might take for the public to adjust prices and
renegotiate contracts in response to the same shocks. IS

There is, however, one tenet underlying arguments for zero
inflation that must be rejected to make a case for a
productivity norm. That is the view that, while changes in the

18 There are exceptions. Dowd (1988, 1989) and Greenfield and Yeager (1983)
propose' laissez faire' schemes for stabilising the price level. On pages 67-69 I
will suggest how a productivity norm might be (approximately) implemented
without resort to a discretionary central bank.
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relative prices of final goods always convey essential
information to economic actors, changes in the general price
level are always superfluous: they only selVe as evidence of
some prior monetary disequilibrium, which careful central
bank management could have avoided, without conveying any
new information about the state of the 'real economy' - of
consumer preferences and production possibilities. In the
words of Federal Reserve economist Robert Hetzel (1995,
p.152), all changes in the price level, including changes
connected to 'positive real sector shocks', merely provide
'evidence that the central bank is inteIfering with the working
of the price system'. It follows, according to this view, that 'the
information and scorekeeping functions of money would work
best with no [general] change in prices. In that event, price
tags would provide clear information about changes in relative
prices' (Okun, 1980, p. 279; compare Jenkins, 1990, p. 21).

In reply, I plan to argue, first, that changes in the general
price level can convey useful information to economic agents
concerning the state of factor productivity and, second, that
attempts to prevent price level movements from doing so
themselves undermine the accuracy of price signals, diverting
economic activity from its 'natural' course.

Superfluous and Meaningful Changes in the Price Level
Consider first an example of a genuinely superfluous change
in the price level. Imagine an economy where both the supply
of various factors of production and the productivity of those
factors (and hence, real output or income) are unchanging.
Imagine also that the real demand for various goods and
services, apart from money, is unchanging. In such an
economy, a change in the general level of output prices can
occur only as a result of some change in the nominal quantity
or velocity of money, leading to a change in the overall
demand for final goods and seIVices, that is, in aggregate
spending or 'nominal income'. A central bank might, in
principle at least, manage the stock of money so as to prevent
such changes in nominal income, thereby keeping the price
level constant. By assumption, consumer preferences and
technology are not changing, so that the only information
conveyed by any price level movement is information
concerning the central bank's failure to maintain a stable
value of nominal spending.

An analogy may help clarify the example. Imagine that you
are listening to one of Bach's fugues for organ 'on the radio.
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The signal is clear, but not too loud. All of a sudden the
volume jumps up, then down, then up again, and so on. The
changes in volume are superfluous at best: even if they do not
alter a single note, they are certainly distracting, and they
certainly are not an accurate and transparent reflection of
what Bach intended. The only valuable information they
convey is that some joker is messing with the remote control.
In this analogy, individual notes are like individual relative
price signals, and the loudness of the perlormance is like the
general price level. Finally, changes in the 'volume' or flow of
current through the radio are like changes in the flow of
Inoney through the economy.

But consider a somewhat different case. Suppose that,
instead of playing a Baroque fugue for organ, which is
supposed to be more-or-Iess equally loud from start to finish,
the radio is playing a Tchaikovsky symphony. Now, even if no
one touches the remote control, the loudness of the
perlormance will vary substantially from movement to
movement and even within individual movements. But these
variations in loudness are far from being superfluous: they are
an essential part of the score, fully intended by the composer.
You would not want to try and eliminate them by toying with
the volume level. On the contrary: a constant volume setting
is still desirable, even though it no longer implies a (more or
less) constant loudness level.

If an economy with constant productivity is like a Baroque
organ fugue, an economy with changing productivity is more
like a Romantic symphony. In the latter sort of economy,
movements in the general price level may form a meaningful
component of the 'tune' being played by money price signals:
higher, 'louder' price signals can convey a message of fallen
productivity and greater all-around scarcity (a higher price of
output relative to inputs), while lower, 'softer' ones can convey
a message of greater abundance (a lower price of output
relative to inputs). Trying to improve an economy's
performance by stabilising the price level in the face of
changes in productivity is - I plan to argue - like trying to
improve a symphony by adjusting the volume knob so that the
majestic finale plays as sofdy as the sombre adagio.

To be clear: when productivity changes, so does the price of
outputs relative to that of inputs. Such a relative price change
ought to be reflected in the structure of money prices
somehow, and one way of accomplishing this is to let the
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output price level change. Such changes in the price level are
therefore not obviously superfluous. The question then
becomes whether, all things considered, pertinent
information concerning a change in productivity is best
signalled by letting the output price level change, as a
productivity norm would allow, or by changing input prices
and nominal spending, as a norm of zero inflation would
require. The 'radio' analogy suggests that the productivity
norm is the better choice. But it is only an analogy, after all.
The challenge is to show that changes in the 'volume' of
spending are indeed a greater source of price-system
distortions than volume-independent changes in the overall
'loudness' of money price signals.

The Productivity Norm and 'Menu' Costs

Let us first consider whether the overall burden of money
price adjustments would be greater or smaller under a
productivity-norm regime than under a zero-inflation regime.
The regime that faces higher overall price adjustment or
'menu' costs will, presumably, be more prone to temporary
relative price distortions. 19 One (admittedly simplistic) way to
assess relative menu costs is to assume that all money prices
are equally costly to adjust, and then count the absolute
number of distinct money price changes needed to restore
general equilibrium following an aggregate productivity shock
in both a zero-inflation and a productivity-norm regime.20

Imagine an extreme case where a change in productivity
affects the output of only one good. For such a case it is
relatively easy to see, with the help of some rather heroic but
analytically helpful assumptions, the advantages of a
productivity norm. Suppose, for example, that 1,000 final
goods are produced using three distinct factors of production.

19 Following New Keynesian practice (e.g. Ball and Mankiw, 1994, p. 24), I use the
term 'menu costs' metaphorically, to refer to both physical (direct) and

managerial costs of changing prices.

20 I am assuming that the lump-sum costs associated with a change in the price of
a good do not depend on the number of units of that good being sold. This
seems to be appropriate enough for prices listed in menus and catalogues; but
not for genuine 'sticker' prices (like the ones I myself spent hours changing in
a supermarket during the early 1970s). Electronic 'zebra stripe' readers are,
however (to the immense relief of still-employed supermarket clerks
everywhere), making the latter sort of price adjustment a thing of the past.
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A technological improvement causes an outward shift in the
supply schedule for good x, so that the quantity of good x
producers would be willing to supply at any given price is twice
the previous quantity. Suppose also that x formerly had a
price (included in the price index) of one dollar per unit.
Under a productivity norm policy, the monetary authorities do
not adjust the quantity of money in response to a productivity
shock, so that, with an unchanged velocity of money, nominal
spending stays constant. Assuming (1) that x has a unitary
price elasticity of demand; and (2) that demand for goods
other than x is independent of real purchases of x (thus
abstracting from the need for any 'secondary' relative-price
adjustments), the price of x falls to 50 cents. This implies
some (perhaps very slight) decline in the price level. Prices of
all other goods remain unchanged, including the prices of the
three factors of production whose marginal value productivity
is also unchanged. The new equilibrium price structure
requires one price adjustment only.

Now suppose, instead, that the price level is kept stable
under identical circumstances. To accomplish this, the
authorities expand the supply of money to achieve a uniform,
though very slight, increase in the prices of 999 goods and of
the three factors of production. The sole exception is good x,
the price of which must (as in the previous case) still be
allowed to fall, only less than in proportion with the
improvement in its rate of output. Only in this way can the
price index remain stable after allowing needed adjustments
in relative prices.21

Going the next step, it is easy to generalise our conclusion
by noting that it will hold for any possible set of productivity
disturbances affecting less than all 1,000 goods. Thus, if the
productivity of 999 of the 1,000 industries changes, then a
productivity norm requires 999 individual money price
adjustments, as opposed to 1,003 for a zero inflation norm.

21 Some zero-inflationists might prot.est t.hat. t.heir ideal policy would not. require
any monetary response t.o a single productivity-based price change, since such a
change would typically have only a minuscule effect. on t.he price level (cf.
Dowd, 1995, p. 725n). But. t.his stance begs the quest.ion: how many prices must.
be affected by underlying product.ivity shocks (or, alternatively, how great must.
be t.he overall impact of t.hese shocks on a given price index) before price
stabilising policies come int.o play? Anyway, the argument. being made here
does not ultimately hinge on t.he assumption t.hat. out.put in one market. only is
altered by a change in product.ivity.
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So does a productivity norm always involve fewer money
price adjustments? The answer is no: retaining the same basic
assumptions used above, it is possible to construct examples in
which the number of money price adjustments required under
a price-level stabilisation scheme is less than the number that
would be required under the productivity norm. All of them
would, however, involve some perfectly uniform percentage
increase in productivity of all final-goods industries, such as
would leave relative goods prices unchanged, requiring money
price changes for factors of production only. Even here zero
inflation would 'win' only provided that the number of distinct
factors of production continued to be less than the number of
distinct final goods.22 In every other case, including ones in
which all-around changes in productivity are combined with
idiosyncratic changes involving one industry or group of
industries, the total number of price changes required under
zero inflation will always exceed the number required under a
productivity norm, because a productivity norm generally
requires fewer changes in nominal factor prices. Elsewhere I
used the following example:

'Suppose that ten goods and three factors of production are
initially priced at $8 each. Weighing all goods equally, let the
initial price index have a value of 10(8) = 80. Now suppose that
output per unit input for one good quadruples, while output per
unit of input for the rest doubles. Under the productivity norm,
the price of the first good falls to 2; other goods prices fall to 4.
[Factor prices don't change.] Ten money price changes are
required in all, and the price index will assume a value of 9(4) + 2
= 38. To achieve zero inflation, the money stock and input prices
must increase by the factor 2.105; also, other prices must adjust to
satisfy the formula 9(x) + x/2 = 80, which implies x = 8.421.
Therefore, the prices of nine goods must be increased from $8 to
$8.421, while the price of the tenth good must fall to $4.21. The
total number of price changes required under zero inflation thus
exceeds the number required under a productivity norm by the
number of distinctly-priced factors of production.' (Selgin, 1995a)

Because productivity, while constantly changing, never
seems to advance uniformly in every sector of an economy

22 Compare J. C. Gilbert. (1955, p. 70), who reaches t.he same conclusion wit.h
regard, not. t.o menu costs of price adjustment, but t.o distortions stemming
from imperfect. foresight..
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(Kendrick and Grossman, 1980), it seems reasonable to
conclude that, in practice, a productivity norm tends to
involve fewer money-price adjustments than zero inflation.
The 'menu' costs of price adjustment would therefore also be
higher under zero inflation, assuming that they are lump-sum
costs only. (As the example suggests, it makes no difference
after all if the lump sum differs from one price to another.) 23

Some readers may question the assumption that factor
prices need not change under a productivity norm following
idiosyncratic (for example, industry-specific) changes in
productivity. They should bear in mind, though, that the
supply of factors, and of labour especially, to any specific
industry is highly elastic - a point recognised by at least one
prominent zero-inflationist, the late Arthur Okun (1980, p.
98):

'Productivity is the key to real wage gains in the economy as a
whole, but the differential growth of productivity across industries
over time has only a limited effect on the wage structure, for
obvious reasons. Workers in industries that, for technological
reasons, have low productivity growth ... will quit in droves if they
keep receiving [lower than average] wage gains. Conversely, firms
in industries with rapid productivity growth do not need to pledge
or deliver more rapid wage gains than others in order to hold on
to their workers. Understandably, the differential growth of
productivity across industries mainly changes relative prices over
time ... rather than significantly altering the pattern of relative
wages.'24

Okun's reasoning suggests that a productivity norm may
have lower price-adjustment costs than zero inflation even if
some of the 'heroic' assumptions made above are relaxed, that
is, even allowing for the presence of secondary (income- and
substitution-effect related) changes in relative output prices.

Suppose, for example, that a productivity shock leaves

23 Allowing for variable as well as lump-sum costs of price adjustment. could make a
difference, since a product.ivity norm policy t.ends t.o involve fewer but. larger
price adjust.ments t.han its zero-inflation count.erpart.. It is, however, hard t.o see
why costs of price adjustment should vary with t.he size of the adjust.ment t.o be
made, especially in t.he case of out.put. prices (t.he only ones t.hat. are likely t.o
have t.o adjust. subst.antially under a productivity norm).

24 Okun's argument. assumes t.hat. workers are reasonably free t.o move fromjob t.o
job. See also Kendrick and Grossman (1980, p. 61).
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equilibrium relative wage rates unchanged but has 'secondary'
relative price effects so widespread as to require a change in
the equilibrium relative price of every good. A price-level
stability rule will require some adjustment to every money
price, including money wage-rates. A productivity norm, in
contrast, requires a change in the money price of every good,
but (taking Okun's argument into account) does not require
any change in money wage-rates. 'Menu' cost considerations
therefore seem to offer clear grounds for preferring a
productivity norm over zero inflation as a means for keeping
the real economy on its 'natural' path.

Sellers' Reluctance to Lower Prices

Besides being relatively limited in number, the downward
money-price adjustments that must occur under a productivity
norm in response to some innovation to productivity are also
relatively easy and painless compared to adjustments required
(under identical circumstances) to maintain a constant price
level. This means that we should reconsider the initial, tacit
assumption that the 'menu' cost of changing a money price
does not depend on the nature of the innovation necessitating
the change. Money-price changes are likely to cost less when
they are connected to productivity changes because
productivity changes often imply changes in unit production
costs.25 A decline in the selling price of some product for
which demand is unit elastic, reflecting a drop in the
product's real unit cost of production and consequent
outward shift in its supply schedule, leaves producers'
revenues and profits unaffected. Such a change need not
place producers under any pressure to negotiate new wage
rates and salaries or even to change the size of their workforce.
Because the reduction of prices required here is 'painless' - a
mere result of having more to sell - there is no reason for
producers to resist it or to act as if the benefits from not
resisting it were mainly 'public' ones, external to themselves.

Likewise, for producers to increase prices in the face of
shrunken productivity is relatively painless compared to what
they must do if the monetary authorities insist on
counteracting the rise in prices. Ralph Hawtrey (1930, p. 79)

25 Changes in total factor productivity imply like changes in unit production costs.
This is not always the case for changes in labour productivity.
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once offered the following illustration, where 'consumers'
outlay' is another name for total spending or nominal income:

'Suppose...that a consumers' outlay of £100,000,000 has been
applied to 100,000,000 units of goods, and that producers who
have hitherto received £20,000,000 for 20,000,000 units find their
output reduced to 10,000,000 units, but the price of their product
doubled. They still receive £20,000,000 and the other producers
can continue to receive £80,000,000 for 80,000,000 units. But as
£100,000,000 is now spent on 90,000,000 units the price level has
risen by one-ninth. In order to counteract that rise, the
consumer's outlay must be reduced from £100,000,000 to
£90,000,000. Every group of producers will find the total
proceeds of its sales reduced by 10 per cent. Wages, profits and
prices will be thrown out of proportion, and every industry will
have to face the adverse effects of flagging demand and falling
prices. The producers whose prices have been raised by scarcity
will be no exception. Their total receipts are reduced in the same
proportion, and they must reduce wages like their neighbours. '

Hawtrey also showed that his argument does not depend on
the assumption of a unitary elasticity of demand:

'If the shortage is in a product of which the elasticity is greater
than unity, the adverse effect on the producers of that product is
greater and on the other producers less. If elasticity is less than
unity the adverse effect on the former is less and may be more
than counteracted, but what they gain their neighbours lose.
Whatever the circumstances, the stabilisation of the commodity
price level in face of scarcity26 will always tend to cause
depression. '

The claim that it is relatively easy for producers to adjust
prices in response to supply shocks agrees with many theories
of output price rigidity. These theories suggest that product
prices will be rigid only to the extent that factor prices are
rigid, because product prices are often set according to
'implicit contracts' promising some fixed percentage mark-up
of prices above unit costs (Okun, 1980, p. 170). Although this
view accounts for a sluggish adjustment of product prices in
response to changes in nominal income, it does not predict
any ill-adjustment in situations of changing productivity. In

26 Hawtrey should have said unexjJected scarcity.
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the latter case, unit costs of production are themselves
changing, so that adjustments in product prices tend to take
place, even as factor prices and the total outlay for factors stay
the same, to preseIVe a constant mark-up. Empirical studies
broadly support this conclusion, by revealing that output
prices are in fact 'much more responsive to changes in costs
than to shifts in demand' (ibid., p. 169). It follows, as at least
one zero-inflationist (Arthur Okun again) has admitted, that
where 'implicit contracts ... are especially important, there
may be a case for a horizontal wage trend (and a
corresponding negative trend in prices)' (ibid., p. 280).27

Up to now we have granted zero inflationists' assumption
that random changes in equilibrium money prices are entirely
unanticipated by economic agents. This assumption is,
however, not really appropriate in the case of downward price
adjustments associated with changes in productivity. In truth
such adjustments are likely to be perfectly anticipated by price
setting agents in the directly affected markets. The reason is simple:
improvements in productivity are often (if not always)
consciously aimed at by producers, who seek them precisely
because they want to sell more than their rivals by charging
less, without sacrificing profits (Haberler, 1931, p. 20).28 That
downward equilibrium price movements associated with
improvements in productivity are (unlike ones associated with
a collapse in spending) often expected by producers gives us
further grounds for thinking that they will not be resisted by

27 Okun's reasons for ultimat.ely advocating zero inflation rat.her t.han a
productivity norm are worth noting, especially in light of his own reliance
upon an implicit.-eont.racts model of aggregat.e unemployment.. His reasons are
(1) t.hat. a shift. from zero inflation t.o deflation 'would sacrifice some out.put for
a period of t.ime' and (2) t.hat. a 'modest upward trend in wage rates' would
allow for occasional changes in relative wages without requiring as many cuts in
nominal wages as a productivity norm would require. Okun's stand illustrates
the difficulty proponents of zero inflation have in rejecting a productivity norm
without. implying that. some j)oJitive inflation rate would be advantageous. Why
assume t.hat. t.he t.ransition costs of going from zero inflation to, say, 2 per cent
deflation will be any greater than t.hose of going from 12 per cent (t.he
approximate US rate when Okun's book appeared) to zero? And, if a 'modest'
upward trend in wages (consistent with zero inflation) requires fewer nominal
wage cuts, t.hen a less modest t.rend, consistent with positive inflation, requires
still fewer.

28 Naturally this cannot be said concerning JetbackJ to product.ivity, which are
generally unexpected.
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those producers and that they will, therefore, rapidly translate
into an equilibrating change in the general price level.

Monetary Injection Effects

Yet another difference between price adjustments made
necessary by unaccommodated changes in productivity and
adjustments made necessary by changes in the flow of nominal
income (as must occur if the price level is to be kept stable in
the face of productivity changes) is that the former come
about in a relatively direct manner.

A productivity change implies an immediate shift in output
supply schedules and market-clearing prices (with no
necessary change in input supply schedules) for those
products being produced more or less efficiently than before.
In contrast, as we have seen, a less-than-perfectly anticipated
change in the money stock, such as would be needed to
maintain a stable price level in the face of some unanticipated
but persistent change in aggregate productivity, affects most
prices only indirectly, through a sequence of shifts in nominal
demand schedules beginning with schedules in a few markets
only - bond markets, usually - and eventually spreading
through the rest. Relative prices, including real interest rates,
are. thus displaced from their natural or full-information
values. It follows that, instead of avoiding monetary 'injection
effects', a consistent policy of price-level stabilisation is likely
to be a source of such effects whenever aggregate productivity
changes unpredictably.

Yeager (1996a) disagrees with this view. He argues that,
because any increase in productivity will typically be
accompanied by an increased demand for real money
balances, a monetary expansion aimed at stabilising the price
leve~ as productivity advances only serves to accommodate the
public's demand for 'increased intermediation services',
avoiding a temporary excess demand for money and
associated break in the flow of spending. This supposedly
helps to avoid loan-market 'liquidity effects', keeping real
interest rates at their natural levels.

But Yeager overlooks the rapid, if not immediate, tendency
of output prices to respond to productivity (that is, unit cost)
changes. He overlooks, in other words, how changes in the
demand for real money balances based on innovations to
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aggregate productivity are accommodated by falling prices
automatically and well ahead of any possible monetary policy
response.

Because nominal prices do not adjust sluggishly to
productivity (as opposed to aggregate spending) shocks, no
excess demand for money arises. The flows of spending and
intermediation continue unimpeded. Attempts by a monetary
authority to 'accommodate' an increased demand for real
balances based on some concurrent change in productivity do
not, therefore, actually serve to offset prior shortages of money
at all. Instead, such attempts disturb established states of
monetary equilibrium by reversing or 'rolling back' prior,
equilibrating changes in money prices. The process of 'rolling
back' the price level itself introduces excess liquidity into the
economy, pushing real interest rates temporarily below their
natural levels.

Monetary Misperceptions

Despite being both 'automatic' and frequently anticipated by
those who undertake them, price adjustments linked to
productivity shocks will nonetheless be widely unexpected.
This raises the question of whether price adjustments, insofar
as they involve changes in the price level, might inspire
'money illusion' or more subtle money price 'signal
extraction' problems - causes of distortions to real activity that
could operate even if prices and wages were perfectly
flexible. 29 But an unexpected change in the price level linked
to some opposite, unexpected change in productivity is not
just extra 'noise' added to underlying relative price signals.
The price-level change constitutes a meaningful signal that
overall unit production costs are changing. Instead of tricking
people into making wrong decisions, price-level movements of
this sort actually help to avoid economic waste.

In contrast, if the monetary authorities prevent the price
level from changing along with a change in productivity (for
example, by making more units of money available just as
expanded outputs reach retailers' shelves), their actions will
add 'static' to the price system, by causing a general change in
aggregate spending. To be sure, agents will not be 'surprised'

29 By 'perfectly flexible' I mean free of menu costs and ot.her adjust.ment.
impediments.
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in this case by any change in the overall level of output prices;
but they will be surprised by a general outward shift in both
output and input demand schedules. Although the price level
does not change, agents may confuse this general, nominal
increase in demand with changes in the real demand for
particular goods and factors of production.

Formally, the argument here is essentially the same one
found in many recent proposals and assessments of nominal
income (GNP or Gnp) targeting.30 The argument can be
illustrated using the aggregate supply-demand framework
shown in Figure 2a. The illustration includes both a lorig-run
(LAS) and a short-run (SAS) aggregate supply schedule, where
the former is vertical and the latter allows for the possibility of
short-run monetary misperceptions and is therefore upward
sloping.31 The rectangular-hyperbola, unit-elastic aggregate
demand (AD) schedule shows all combinations of the price
level (P) and real output (y) consistent with some given level
of spending, which is assumed to be controllable by the
monetary authorities. Real output starts out at some 'natural'

30 See, among ot.hers, Bean (1983), Bradley and Jansen (1989), Frankel and
Chinn (1995), Haraf (1986), and McCallum (1987,1995).

31 Although zero-inflationists will generally accept t.he assumption of a vertical
long-run supply schedule (and associated vertical Phillips Curve), others reject
it. For example, in a recent, influential article George Akerlof, William
Dickins, and George Perry (1996) appeal to downward nominal wage rigidities
to argue for a curving Phillips Curve. Here, a positive rate of inflation is
supposedly needed t.o achieve maximum employment.. The argument, in
essence, is t.hat., even assuming a non-negat.ive trend for t.he average level of
money wage-rates (as would exist under a productivity norm), changes in the
dist.ribut.ion of t.he demand for labour across indust.ries would necessit.at.e
downward money wage adjustments in adversely affected indust.ries to allow
t.hem t.o maintain their workforce. If money wages are rigid downwards,
workers in these indust.ries will become unemployed.

This framework appears to exaggerate the extent to which money wage
adjust.ments are needed to achieve an efficient. allocation of labour in response
to both temporary and permanent. shifts in the dist.ribut.ion of the demand for
labour. In the case of merely t.emporary shifts, employers may cont.inue to
employ the same number of workers, at their original wage-rates, knowing (or
believing) t.hat. better days are ahead, and want.ing t.o preserve good-will. In the
case of permanent shift.s in demand, lay-offs can perform t.he same allocative
role as money wage-rate cuts - inducing workers to seek employment in
industries where demand has risen. In the former case, inflation is not needed
t.o avoid unemployment; in t.he latter, inflat.ion could at. best. avoid
unemployment only by perpetuat.ing an inefficient. allocat.ion of labour.
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level y(n), consistent with the intersection, at point a(n), of the
short-run aggregate supply, long-run aggregate supply and
aggregate demand schedules.

Figure 2b is the corresponding labour-market diagram,
where w is the money wage-rate, and N stands for man-hours
of employment. The nominal demand for labour (LD) is
assumed (for simplicity's sake) to reflect the state of aggregate
demand, while long- and short-run labour supply schedules
(LLS and SLS, respectively) hold up their aggregate supply
counterparts. Allowing that productivity is subject to change,
the vertical LLS schedule implies that labour supply is inelastic
in the long run with respect to changes in real wage-rates. In
the short run, however, workers may engage in some
'intertemporal substitution' of labour for leisure or vice-versa,
for example, by working less today with the intention of
working more tomorrow in response to a perceived decline in
their real wage-rates that they believe might be temporary.
The upward-sloping SLS schedule allows for such an
intertemporal substitution effect based on monetary
misperceptions: workers perceive changes in their money
wage-rates at once, while perceiving changes in the price level
only after some delay. Workers therefore temporarily
misperceive their real wage-rates.

The framework here, unlike the one implicit in the earlier
discussion, does not invoke 'menu' costs of price adjustment.
In reality, of course, menu costs and monetary misperception
effects may simultaneously provide the basis for non-neutral
effects of changes in the supply of or demand for money. At
the moment, however, I wish to allow for monetary
misperception effects only, abstracting from menu costs. The
price-level policy best suited for avoiding monetary
misperception effects may, after all, differ from the policy best
suited for minimising menu costs.

Now consider the effect of a decline in spending, from AD
to AD!, due, say, to an unexpected fall in the velocity of
money. The natural rate of output has not changed, but with
less being spent, the nominal demand for labour declines.
Because workers are unaware of an ensuing drop in prices, the
economy moves along the short-run aggregate and labour
supply schedules to point b, involving a below-natural level of
employment and output and lowered wage and price levels.
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Figure 2: A Negative Demand Shock
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Eventually, the misperception effect wears off - an event
signified by a downward shift in the short-run labour and
aggregate supply schedules, from SLS to SLSI and from SAS to
SASI. The new short-run aggregate supply schedule crosses
the new aggregate demand schedule at a point, ern), that is
once again consistent with natural levels of output and
employment.

The policy implication of the above example ought to be
straightforward: assuming they have the power to do so, the
monetary authorities should make sure that aggregate demand
does not fall, by offsetting any tendency for velocity to shrink
with some appropriate increase in the money stock.

Next, consider the effects of a positive productivity shock,
starting with the same initial equilibrium as in the previous
example. This case is illustrated in Figure 3. Assume that the
monetary authority sticks to a productivity norm, and so does
nothing (assuming a fixed 'natural' rate of factor input) other
than maintain a stable level of aggregate spending. In this
case, unit production costs fall, meaning that more output is
produced by the same quantity of labour and capital. Both the
long-run and the short-run aggregate supply schedules shift to
the right, from SAS to SASI and from LAS to LAS1, and so
does the natural rate of output. The resulting 'natural'
equilibrium, d(n), involves the same lowering of the price level
as the previous case, but no change in money wage-rates (since
neither the supply schedule nor the demand schedule for
labour shifts), hence, no monetary misperception effects.
Although workers may still fail to perceive or respond to the
general decline in prices, the 'failure' turns out to be optimal:
the short-run increase in real wage-rates is consistent with long
run equilibrium. Output moves directly to its new natural
rate, y(n)l.

What happens in the case just described if the authorities,
instead of stabilising spending, attempt to stabilise the price
level? Then, rather than let the economy come to rest at its
'natural' equilibrium, d(n), the authorities expand the money
stock to generate a higher aggregate demand schedule (ADl)
that intersects the new long-run supply schedule at a point
consistent with the old price level. This expansion of
spending raises the demand for labour to LDI, and so causes
the economy to 'ride up' its new, short-run labour and
aggregate supply schedules to equilibrium points (e) involving
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Figure 3: A Positive Productivity Shock
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higher-than-natural levels of employment and output. As in
the case of a pure spending shock, things return to normal
once the short-run aggregate supply schedule adjusts. Thus,
attempts to stabilise the price level in the face of productivity
shocks themselves become a source of disequilibrating
monetary misperception effects that would be avoided if the
price level were simply allowed to adjust along with changing
unit production costs.

Figure 4 shows what happens if the monetary authorities
take steps to prevent an increase in the price level following a
set-back to productivity. The acljustments are opposite to those
just described. To combat the tendency of prices to rise, the
authorities must reduce the money stock and aggregate
demand. As was the case in the first illustration (where
demand fell but productivity was unchanged), the decline in
spending diverts the economy to a set of equilibrium points
(g) involving below-natural levels of employment and output.
Indeed, from the point of view of workers, who initially
perceive a nominal shift in the demand for labour only
without noticing any similar shift in the demand for output,
the two situations are identical. Evidently, it is shifts in
aggregate demand, and not changes in the price level per se,
that sponsor monetary misperceptions and consequent,
'unnatural' changes in output and employment.

What are we to make, then, of the conventional linking of
monetary misperception problems to price-level movements?
The convention is merely an unfortunate byproduct of
economists' habit of ignoring (and of constructing models
that routinely exclude) changes in productivity. This habit
leads them wrongly to identify changes in the price level with
changes in aggregate spending. From here it is but a short
step to the (false) conclusion that unexpected movements in
the price level should be positively correlated with cyclical
movements in output. The truth is rather that output may be
either positively or negatively related to 'price surprises',
depending on whether the surprises reflect unexpected shifts
in aggregate demand or shifts in aggregate supply. That
theorists should find little overall correlation between cyclical
variations in real output and unexpected changes in the price
level is therefore neither surprising nor necessarily
inconsistent with a monetary interpretation of the business
cycle.
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Figure 4: A Negative Productivity Shock
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III. DEBTORS AND CREDITORS

Price Movements and 'Windfalls'

For separate consideration is the effect of a productivity norm
on contracts between debtors and creditors, where debtors
have committed themselves to making fixed-money payments
in the future, and creditors have agreed to receive these fixed
money payments.32 It is generally assumed that fixed nominal
debt contracts are easier to write and execute than other
kinds, including contracts in which payments are indexed to
some measure of the general price level. Proponents of zero
inflation claim the absence of unexpected price-level changes
to be a requirement for the successful employment of such
fixed-debt contracts, and especially for avoiding 'windfall'
transfers of wealth from creditors to debtors or vice-versa. So
long as the price-level is kept constant, the argument goes,
neither debtors nor creditors will (on the whole) have any
reason to regret their reliance upon fixed-debt contracts. A
constant price level is also supposed to promote long-term
investment by eliminating a source of uncertainty that would
otherwise discourage such investment (e.g. Hoskins, 1990,
p.35).

The argument, like most arguments for a constant price
level, is perfectly valid so long as aggregate productivity is
unchanging. But if productivity is subject to random changes,
the argument no longer applies. Imagine, for example, that
everyone expects both the price level and productivity to
remain unchanged.33 Then, if the price level is kept constant
in the face of unexpected improvements in productivity,
readily adjusted money incomes, including profits, dividends,

32 Although the discussion that follows refers explicitly to loan contracts, most of
the same considerations apply to other fixed-money obligations, including
explicit or implicit fixed-money wage contracts.

33 The argument that follows still holds if we allow that agents accurat.e1y
anticipate .fjOm£ changes in productivity, while also anticipating how t.he
monetary authorities will respond to these changes.
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and some wage /payments, will increase; and recipients of these
flexible money payments will benefit from the improvements
in real output. Creditors, however, will not be allowed to reap
any gains from the same improvements, as debtors' real
interest payments will not increase despite a general
improvement in real earnings. Although an unchanged price
level does fulfil creditors' price-level expectations, creditors
may still regret having engaged in fixed nominal contracts,
rightly sensing that they have missed out on their share of an
all-around advance of real earnings, which share they might
have been able to insist upon had they (and debtors also)
known about the improvement in productivity in advance.

Now imagine instead that the price level is allowed to fall in
response to improvements in productivity. Creditors will
automatically enjoy a share of the improvements, while
debtors will have no reason to complain: although the real
value of the debtors' obligations does rise, so does their real
income, while the nominal payments burden borne by debtors
is unchanged. Debtors can, in other words, afford to pay
higher real rates of interest; they might therefore, for all we
know, have been quite happy to agree to the' same fixed
nominal interest rate had both they and creditors been
equipped with perfect foresight. 34 Therefore the debtors' only
possible cause for regretting the (unexpected) drop in prices
is their missed opportunity to benefit from an alternative (zero
inflation) that would in this case have given them an artificial
advantage over creditors. The debtors 'loss' is, as Haberler
(1931, p. 21) put it, only lucrum cessans, not damnum emergens.

Many years ago Samuel Bailey (1837, pp. 115-18) made
much the same point. Suppose, he said, that A lends £100 to
B for one year, and that prices in the meantime unexpectedly
fall 50 per cent. If the fall in prices is due to a decline in
spending, A obtains a real advantage, while B suffers an
equivalent loss. But if the fall in prices is due to a general
improvement in productivity, A's gain is not matched by any
absolute diminution of B's wealth, because the enhanced real
value of B's repayment corresponds with the enhanced ease
with which B and other members of the community are able to
produce a given amount of real wealth. Likewise, if the price

34 Dowd (1995, p. 720) seems to miss the point here in insisting that 'one cannot
say t.hat. t.he price-level fall does not. matter t.o [t.he average debt.or] because his
real income was rising anyway'.
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level were allowed to rise unexpectedly because of a halving of
productivity, 'both A and B would lose nearly half the
efficiency of their incomes', but 'this loss would arise from the
diminution of productive power, and not from the transfer of
any advantage from one to the other'. Bailey concluded from
this that productivity-based price level changes offer 'no
pretext for interfering with the literal construction of [a fixed
money] contract, as a contract for quantity without reference
to value' (ibid., p. 121). By the same token, the price change
would not justify an attempt by the monetary authorities to
interfere with the course of prices.

Still another way to think of the argument is in terms of
optimal indexation. The usual view is that, absent costs of
doing so, debtors and creditors would be inclined to index
money rates of interest to the rate of inflation or deflation, so
that more inflation means higher (nominal) interest rates ex
post, and more deflation means lower (nominal) interest rates.
But if the growth rate of productivity (hence, real income) is
also subject to shocks, debtors and creditors might be just as
anxious to index money rates of interest to the rate of
productivity growth, so that slower productivity growth leads to
lower (real) interest rates ex post and more rapid productivity
growth leads to higher (real) interest rates.35 Under a
productivity norm, the price level and productivity move
opposite to one another, so that the two forms of indexation
would have offsetting effects, making both redundant. Under
zero inflation, in contrast, productivity indexing would require
an upward adjustment of nominal interest rates proportional
to the higher growth rate of real (and, in this case, nominal)
income.

If the debtor-creditor advantages of price-level stability are
not obvious in situations where productivity is advancing, they
are still less obvious in situations where productivity suffers a
setback. Francis Edgeworth (1925 [1889], p. 222) once
observed that those who plead for stabilising the money value
of nominal debts in times of increasing prosperity 'might be
embarrassed if the principle were extended to the case of

35 lIVing Fisher is usually credited with noting that, other things being equal, the
lower t.he rate of inflation, the lower t.he full-information money rat.e of
int.erest.. But Fisher (1930, pp. 383-84) also obseIVed t.hat 'ot.her t.hings being
equaL.when in any community the [real] income streams of its inhabitants are
increasing, the [real] rat.e of interest. will be high'.
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declining prosperity'. As Dennis Robertson (1922, p. 121) put
it, quoting Shylock:

"'I'll have my bond, speak not against my bond" - is that a plea
which should be listened to from a debenture-holder or Trade
Unionist in a country shivering for lack of fuel or impoverished by
chronic warfare?'

Indeed, if productivity unexpectedly falls - as it may during
wartime or when a harvest fails or when a cartel manages to
restrict output of some basic raw material - the unfortunate
consequences, both ethical and practical, of a price-level
stabilisation rule cannot easily be denied, for the rule here
requires a contraction of all non-fixed money incomes. Besides
leading to a further depression of real activity (if prices and
wages are sticky), such a rule might well result in certain debts
not being paid at all. Some creditors might, in other words,
escape the consequences of fallen productivity, by letting
others bear a disproportional burden. Is such an outcome
more equitable than one that causes all creditors to suffer some
loss? Does it enhance the performance of fixed contracts, or
otherwise encourage long-term investment? Surely'not.

Some may say this conclusion is unscientific - that it rests
on the arbitrary ethical premise that creditors 'deserve' a share
of general improvements in as. well as general setbacks to
productivity. Kevin Dowd (1995, p. 720), for one, wonders
'what is attractive about it?' Indeed, some may hold to an
entirely different ethical premise, sharing, for instance,
Keynes's view (1936, p. 271) that denying the 'rentier' any
share of productivity gains has the 'social advantage of ...
diminishing the burden of debt'. It would seem that
considerations of equity alone cannot provide any basis for
choosing between a productivity norm and a stable price level.

There is something to such arguments. Economists should
not smuggle ethical judgements into what purports to be a
discussion of positive requirements for an efficient use of
resources; and they should not recommend a reform of
monetary policy aimed solely at altering the distribution of
'gains and losses from good and bad foresight' (Yeager, 1992,
p.60). As Robert F. Lucas (1990, p. 76) rightly observes,

'[a]n economist has no comparative advantage in discussing
redistribution, for there is nothing in his tool kit to enable him to
make objective, interpersonal comparisons between winners and
losers' .
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But I am not merely claiming that a productivity norm leads
to a more equitable distribution of wealth than zero inflation.
I am claiII1ing as well that it keeps us closer to a full
information ideal, with realised real rates of interest generally
remaining near their perfect-foresight counterparts. Perhaps
insisting upon a full-information ideal for debtor-creditor
earnings itself involves some smuggling-in of ethics, or an
attempt to 'second-guess parties to voluntary contracts'
(Yeager, 1992, p. 60). But if so, zero inflationists can take no
comfort from the fact, since it undermines all monetary policy
arguments, including their own, that take for granted the
desirability of minimising departures of real output and
employment from their 'natural' levels.

In so far as it suggests that a variable inflation rate can
actually help achieve a full-information ideal for resource
allocation, my argument also contradicts the claim that a
variable inflation rate is the worst kind as well as the claim that
an uncertain price level 'causes agents to make more [sic]
mistakes they would otherwise have avoided, and thus ... to
have more regrets later on' (Dowd, 1995, p. 722; cf Buchanan,
1962). The truth is rather that an unvarying and hence
'certain' price level may itself be a source of regret to
economic agents if it remains unvarying despite fluctuations in
productivity.

I therefore reject the argument that monetary policy ought
to aim at avoiding unpredictable changes in the price level.
Using monetary policy to stabilise the price level is not at all
like making the weather more predictable, as James Buchanan
and Kevin Dowd have claimed (ibid.). Stabilising the price
level is more like making barometric readings (nominal
indicators of meteorological conditions) predictable, while
leaving. the weather itself as uncertain as ever: price level
movements allowed under a productivity norm are merely
nominal indicators of underlying changes in productivity. Just
as it is desirable for barometer readings to be unpredictable if
the weather itself changes randomly, it is desirable for the
price level- a useful 'barometer' of changing unit costs - to be
unpredictable to the extent that aggregate productivity
changes randomly.

The Productivity Norm and the Optimum Quantity of Money

The most well-understood welfare cost of inflation stems from
its ability to act as a tax on high-powered cash holdings:
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because cash usually bears a fixed nominal interest return of
zero, any positive rate of inflation implies a negative pecuniary
return on cash, where money-holders' losses are money
issuers' gains.36 Because its burden is felt in proportion to
base money holding, inflation, to the extent that it is
anticipated, encourages people to hold a less than 'optimal'
real quantity of money and to incur correspondingly high
transactions costs of exchange. This reduction of equilibrium
money balances might actually aggravate the business cycle, by
reducing the extent of monetary 'buffer stocks' that serve to
insulate aggregate nominal income from disruptions to the
flow of spending in particular markets (Leijonhufvud, 1981,
Chapter 6).

So positive inflation injures money holders. But so does
zero inflation. As Milton Friedman (1969) pointed out in a
now-famous article, what is really needed to induce people to
hold an 'optimum quantity of money' is, not zero inflation,
but deflation at a rate equal to the real rate of interest on
riskless short-term bonds.37 A productivity norm, by allowing
the price level to decline secularly as productivity grows,
comes closer to Friedman's formula than price-level
stabilisation, and to this extent does a better job than zero
inflation of minimising the 'tax' on money. Still, a
productivity norm can never actually achieve Friedman's ideal.

The reasons for both conclusions can best be made clear
through an illustration.38 Imagine an economy with a capital
stock made up entirely of maintenance-free machines, each
producing £500 of output annually and initially selling for
£10,000 (implying a discount rate of 5 per cent). In
equilibrium, an investment in fixed-value bonds earns the

36 In most banking systems bank reserves are also non-interest-bearing, so that
bank deposits are also 'taxed' by inflation, albeit (given fractional reserve
ratios) at. a lower rat.e t.han cash.

37 As Friedman himself recognised, an optimum quantity of money might be
achieved without deflat.ion by having all forms of money, including cash, bear
nominal interest. A move to 'free banking' (as discussed below, pp.67-69)
would cert.ainly take us in t.his direction. Nevert.heless, it seems likely t.hat some
form of paper currency - whether government or private - will continue to
remain in use for some time. White (1987) argues that the costs of paying
nominal interest on such currency are, even under competitive conditions,
likely to be prohibitive.

38 The illustration draws on similar ones presented in Gilbert (1957).
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same real rate of return as an investment in machines.
Suppose that money incomes, the price level, and productivity
in this economy are, initially, constant. Bonds then earn both
a money and a real rate of return of 5 per cent, while money
earns a rate of return of zero.

Next, imagine that, holding the stock of machines constant,
regular design changes cause their physical productivity to
increase at an annual rate of 4 per cent.39 Under a
productivity norm, the output price level declines at a rate of 4
per cent, and money earns an equivalent real rate of return.
Although both. the monetary value of output and the rental
price of machines remain unchanged, the real return on
machines also increases by 4 percentage points. An
investment in machines therefore earns a real return of 9·2
per cent.40 It follows that the money rate of interest on fixed
nominal-value bonds will continue to be 5 per cent, making their
real return the same as that of a machine. There is still a 5
percentage-point gap between the real return on bonds and
the real return on money.

Now suppose that the authorities decide to stabilise the
price level. To do this they must engineer a 4 per cent annual
growth rate of money earnings. The prices of factors of
production will then increase at the same rate, so that capital
continues to earn a real return of 9·2 per cent. The
equilibrium money rate of interest on bonds will then rise to
9·2 per cent, making for a 9·2 percentage-point gap between
the rate of return on bonds and that on money. Equilibrium
money holdings therefore decline, moving the economy
further from Friedman's ideal.

The above illustration makes it equally clear, however, that a
productivity norm itself can never suffice to generate an 'optimum'
quantity of money in Friedman's sense.41 The achievement of
Friedman's ideal requires, not merely deflation mirroring the
rate of productivity growth, but deflation at a rate exceeding the

39 Alt.hough t.he supply of anyone kind of machine is likely to be highly elastic
with respect. to a change in t.hat machine's relative productivity, the supply of
machines-in-general - that. is, the supply of capital - may be quite inelastic wit.h
respect to a change in machines' overall productivity.

40 (1'05)(1'04) = 1·092

41 Nor, by the same t.oken, is a productivity norm policy ever likely to give rise to
negat.ive equilibrium money rat.es of int.erest, as some fear it. might.
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rate of growth of productivity, that is, deflation brought about
in part at least by a reduction in the money earnings of labour
and capital. It seems unlikely that the benefits of such a policy
(larger equilibrium money holdings) would be worth the costs
(disruptions associated with the downward rigidities in factor
prices) .42

42 According to S. C. Tsiang (1969, p. 273), Friedman's ideal, viewed as a policy
recommendation, 'goes wrong [in regarding] aggregate utility...as merely the
sum total of the utility which individual holders of money balances might be
expected to derive from their own holdings. The truth is, however, that...when
the real balances of the whole economy are increased t.oget.her, t.here would
arise considerable diseconomies to the economy [involving] the gradual
breakdown of the stability of the price system and the impairment of the
efficiency of the financial market in channelling savings toward investment.
Moreover, these diseconomies would begin to appear long before we reach the
so-called optimal state of complete satiation of the demand for real money
balances'. Friedman himself did not present his t.heoret.ical ideal as a practical
policy recommendat.ion.
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IV. HISTORICAL IMPLICATIONS OF THE
PRODUCTIVITY NORM

Theoretical arguments favouring a productivity norm run
counter to macro-economic conventional wisdom in a number
of obvious ways. They suggest that a falling price level is not
necessarily a sign or source of depression, that a rising price
level is not necessarily a sign of excessive monetary expansion
nor a justification for monetary tightening, and that a stable
price level is not necessarily conducive to macro-economic
stability. Modern economic history is filled with episodes
supporting each of these claims, while contradicting
conventional thinking as embodied in arguments for zero
inflation. The following are a few examples.

The 'Great Depression' of 1873-1896

The period from 1873 to 1896 bothered economic historians
for decades.43 Both people living at the time, and many later
academics, branded it a time of unprecedented economic
stagnation throughout the gold-standard nations. In Britain
(supposedly the hardest hit), 'there was an ovelWhelming mass
of opinion - in reports of parlianlentary committees and royal
commissions, in parliamentary debates, newspapers, books,
pamphlets, and speeches - that conditions were bad' (Musson,
19q9, p. 199).

the popular impression was supported by a single,
indisputable fact: Britain and most of the West had witnessed a
'uniquely persistent deflation' (Landes, 1965, p. 462) with the
British wholesale price index losing close to one-third of its
value in less than a quarter-century. For many this 'most
drastic deflation in the memory of man' (ibid., p. 458) was

43 Saul (1969) reviews relevant literature concerning Great Brit.ain. Shields
(1969) offers an analysis of circumstances in the United States that accords
more-or-Iess with my own discussion of the UK. See also some pertinent
remarks by Friedman and Schwartz (1963, e.g. pp. 88, 187, and 242), who
observe t.hat. US evidence for most. of t.he period 1873-1896 'seems t.o run
sharply count.er t.o' t.he st.rongly held view that 'sharply declining prices [are]
incompat.ible with sharply rising out.put.' (ibid., p. 88).
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both evidence and cause of what Josiah Stamp (1931, p. 26)
called 'a chronic depression in trade'.

The decades-long decline in prices has been termed 'the
essential problem of the Great Depression' (Coppock, 1961, p.
205). In what sense was it a problem? Basically, because the
popular linking of deflation with depression was contradicted
by all sorts of other evidence. As early as 1877 Robert Giffen
(1904, p. 108) found himself countering the 'common
impression' that a depression of unprecedented severity was in
progress. 'The common impression', Giffen insisted, 'is
wrong, and the facts are entirely the other way.' Despite a
drop in Britain's foreign trade and a series of poor harvests,
which were serious enough, 'the community as a whole,'
Giffen argued (ibid., p. 109), was 'not really poorer by the
pricking of all these bladders'. In support of his revisionism,
Giffen presented statistics showing the lack of any
'depression'-era decline in nominal incom~ or wages per head
(ibid., pp. 178-9; compare Bowley, 1920, pp. 9ff). Giffen's data
actually show a distinct upward trend in both per capita taxable
incomes and per capita nominal wages commencing with the
year 1880.

Friedman and Schwartz's more recent figures (1982, Table
4.9), shown in Table 1, tell a similar story: although per-capita
nominal income declines very gradually from 1873 to 1879,
that decline was more than offset by a gradual increase over
the course of the next 17 years.44 Finally and most
significantly, real per-capita income either stayed approximately
constant (1873-1880; 1883-1885) or rose (1881-1882; 1886
1896), so that the average consumer appears to have been
considerably better off at the end of the 'depression' than
before. Studies of other countries where prices also tumbled,
including the US, Germany, France, and Italy, reported more
markedly positive trends in both nominal and real per-capita
income figures. Profits generally were also not adversely
affected by deflation, although they declined (particularly in
Britain) in industries that were struggling against superior,
foreign competition (Musson, 1959, p. 292). Accompanying

44 Stability of jJer-cajJita income is roughly consistent with a labour productivity
norm, assuming no substantial improvement in the overall skills or quality of
the labour force. A tot.al fact.or productivity norm would then require some
growt.h in /Jer-ca/Jita incomes corresponding t.o any increase in t.he capit.al
int.ensity of production.
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the overall growth in real prosperity was a marked shift in
consumption from necessities to luxuries (Landes, 1965, p.
469): by 1885, according to Beales (1934, p. 74), 'more houses
were being built, twice as much tea was being consumed, and
even the working classes were eating imported meat, oranges,
and dairy produce in quantities unprecedented'. The change
in working class incomes and tastes was symbolised by 'the
spectacular development of the department store and the
chain store' (Landes, 1965, p. 471). In short, the Great
Depression of 1873-96, considered as a depression of anything
except the price level, appears to be a myth:

'Prices certainly fell, but almost every other index of economic
activity - output of coal and pig iron, tonnage of ships built,
consumption of raw wool and cotton, import and export figures,
shipping entries and clearances, railway freight clearances, joint
stock company formations, trading profits, consumption per head
of wheat, meat, tea, beer, and tobacco - all of these showed an
upward trend.' (Musson, 1959, p. 199)

How can the myth - and its persistence - be explained?
Partly it springs from the fact that certain branches of
economic activity were indeed depressed between 1873 and'
1896; in Britain these included foreign trade prior to 1875,
agriculture in the late 1870s, and (as a result of increased
foreign competitiveness) 'basic industries' such as the iron
industry beginning in the 1880s. These troubled sectors of the
economy were a source of increased structural unemployment
and of 'continuous ululations of business people' (Beales,
19'34, p. 66) inspiring calls for 'reciprocity' and 'fair trade'
(Musson, 1959, p. 227) and provoking various royal and
parliamentary inquiries. Britain and other gold standard
nations were also far from being immune to genuine cyclical
downturns, sometimes lasting several years and interrupting
the otherwise positive trend of per-capita real income.

But neither sectoral troubles nor genuine cyclical
downturns can account for the persistent belief that Britain
suffered an 'unprecedented' depression lasting over two
decades. As Landes obseIVes (1965, p. 465), that belief has
been based 'more on theoretical deductions, political dogma,
and sympathy' for the truly affected groups than on any real
evidence. The crucial 'theoretical deduction' in this case has
consisted of the popular belief,to which some zero inflationists
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TABLE 1:
Real and Nominal Income and Prices, United Kingdom,
1871-1899*

Nominal Real Price

Population Income(Y) Y/cap Income(y) y/cap Deflator

Year (millions) (£million) (£) (£million) (£) (1929=100)

1871 31·556 972 30·80 1,682 53·50 57·8

1872 31·874 1,037 32·53 1,689 52·99 61·4

1873 32·177 1,111 34·53 1,750 54·39 63·5

1874 32·501 1,084 33·35 1,763 54'24 61·5

1875 32·839 1,072 32·64 1,811 55·15 59·2

1876 33·200 1,056 31·81 1,827 55·93 57·8

1877 33·576 1,047 31·18 1,863 55·49 56·2

1878 33·932 1,015 29·91 1,83Q 54·20 55·2

1879 34·304 994 28·98 1,883 54·89 52·8

1880 34·623 1,037 29·95 1,885 54·44 55·0

1881 34·935 1,076 30·80 2,000 57'25 53·8

1882 35·206 1,116 31·70 2,044 58·06 54·6

1883 35·450 1,102 31·09 2,041 57·57 54·0

1884 35·724 1,073 30·04 2,044 57·21 52·4

1885 36·015 1,058 29·38 2,070 57·48 51·1

1886 36·313 1,082 29·80 2,151 59·23 50·3

1887 36·598 1,127 30·79 2,232 60·99 50·5

1888 36·881 1,204 32·65 2,384 64·64 50·5

1889 37·178 1,296 34·86 2,531 68·08 51·2

1890 37·485 1,326 35·37 2,545 67·89 52·1

1891 37·802 1,307 34·57 2,518 66·61 51·9

1892 38·134 1,268 33·25 2,448 64·19 51·8

1893 38·490 1,274 33·10 2,474 64·28 51·5

1894 38·859 1,362 35·05 2,692 69·28 50·6

1895 39·221 1,395 35·57 2,796 71·72 49·9

1896 39·599 1,431 36·14 2,879 72·70 49·7

1897 39·987 1,481 37·07 2,950 73·77 50·2

1898 40·381 1,563 38·71 3,095 76·64 50·5

1899 40·773 1,649 40·44 3,221 79·00 51·1

*Including Southern Ireland

Source: Friedman and Schwartz (1982, Table 4.9).
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still subscribe, that 'falling prices curtail production...and
thereby reduce wealth and well-being' (Warren and Pearson,
1933, p. 298).

Where deflation is linked to a contraction of nominal
spending, or a failure of spending to keep step with growth in
the labour force or capital stock, one may be justified in
viewing it as a symptom, if not a cause, of depression. But a
large part at least of the deflation commencing in the 1870s
was a reflection of unprecedented advances in factor
productivity. Real unit production costs for most final goods
dropped steadily throughout the 19th century, and especially
from 1873 to 1896. At no previous time, according to Landes
(1965, p. 462), had there been an equivalent 'harvest of
[technological] advances...so general in their application and
so radical in their implications'. That is why, notwithstanding
the dire predictions of many eminent economists, Britain did
not end up paralysed by strikes and lock-outs. Falling prices
did not mean falling money wages. Instead of inspiring large
numbers of workers to go on strike, falling prices were
inspiring them to go shopping!

Incidentally, Arthur Pigou (1924, pp. 70-71) once pointed
out the irony that, if there ever was a protracted 'depression'
at the end of the 19th century, it occurred, not during the oft
maligned era of falling prices, but immediately afterwards,
when output prices began to rise:

'Whereas during the twenty years before 1896 the trend of general
prices had been downwards and the rate of real wages had been
rising, the reversal of the price trend in the later nineties was
accompanied by a check to the upward movement of real wages.
Indeed, apart from the shifting of people from lower paid to
higher paid occupations, the rate of real wages actually declined
between the later nineties and the outbreak of the Great War. '

The World War I Price Inflation

World War I confronted Western Europe with its most serious
outbreak of inflation since the Napoleonic wars. Price-level
stabilisationists came out in force, blaming the inflation
entirely on excessive expansion of bank credit, and implying
that a constant price level would have been more consistent
with overall equilibrium.
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In his own attempt to assess the wartime inflation Swedish
economist David Davidson came up with an 'index of scarcity'
showing the extent to which the inflation was due to real as
opposed to monetary factors (Uhr, 1975, p. 297). Davidson
subtracted his scarcity index from an index of wholesale prices
to obtain a residual representing the truly monetary
component of the inflation, that is, the component reflecting
growth in aggregate nominal spending. Although his method
was certainly crude (for one thing, he simply assumed a
constant velocity of money), Davidson's results, shown in
Table 2, are still suggestive.

As the figures show, Davidson was far from denying that
Sweden's monetary policies were partly responsible for that
country's wartime inflation. He did insist, however, that some
of this inflation had been a reflection of increased commodity
scarcity, due to reduced imports of raw materials to
supplement Swedish output and to maintain its own facilities
for agricultural and industrial production. To the extent that
inflation resulted from the latter cause, Davidson argued, any
effort to combat it by monetary restraint would have been
counterproductive. In contrast, proponents of price-level
stabilisation, including Davidson's compatriot Gustav Cassel,
downplayed or ignored the role of commodity scarcity and
reduced productivity in wartime price increases. Cassel blamed

TABLE 2:
Real and Monetary Causes of Inflation in Sweden, 1914-1922,
according to D. Davidson

Index of Index of 'Monetary'
Wholesale Commodity Inflation (3) as %

Year Prices (1) Scarcity (2) (3)=(1)-(2) of (1)-100
1914 100 100 0 0
1917 244 162 82 57
1918 339 151 188 79
1919 330 132 198 86
1920 340 126 221 92
1921 211 106 105 95
1922 162 101 61 98

Source: Adapted from Uhr (1975, p. 297).
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the Riksbank for not restricting the money stock enough to
keep prices stable. In the United States Warren and Pearson
(1933, p. 116) took a similar stand, blaming high wartime US
prices entirely on the Fed's failure aggressively to sterilise gold
inflows, even while admitting that 'man cannot fight and
produce at the same time' and that output had 'strikingly
decreased' in the course of the war (ibid., p. 49).

Even putting aside the question of wartime finance, it
should be obvious that a policy of monetary contraction to
stabilise the price level during wartime would not generally be
consistent with a goal of keeping real economic variables at
their natural levels. War involves a diversion, often substantial,
of resources away from normal productive activities, some
actual destruction of output, capital, and labour, and a general
undermining of productive efficiency owing to the disruption
of supply lines, communications, and the like. Some wartime
inflation is, therefore, likely to be perfectly consistent with
keeping an economy on its 'natural' path. What monetary
authorities should attempt to resist is, not a rise in prices
reflecting the adverse effects of war on productivity, but any
additional rise in prices stemming from the authorities' failure
to keep the money stock within bounds consistent with a
more-or-Iess stable flow of nominal income.

The 'Relative' Inflation of the 1920s

The productivity norm also sheds light on the contribution of
monetary expansion to the stock market boom and crash of
the 1920s. Many present-day writers, and monetarists
especially, view stability of the price level during the 1920s as a
sign of general macro-economic stability and as proof that no
monetary over-expansion was then in progress. These
theorists all view the Great Depression as a consequence of
deflationary developments commencing in the next decade.

Contemporary proponents of the productivity norm 
including Dennis Robertson, Friedrich Hayek, and HalVard's
John H. Williams - saw things differently. To them the 1920s
represented an era of 'relative' inflation - with output prices
rising relative to unit costs, and consequent expansion of money
profits, all hidden behind a mask of stable prices.45 In these

45 Phillips, Nelson, and McManus (1937) offer a fascinating, but. sadly overlooked,
'relat.ive inflat.ion' perspect.ive on t.he 1920s boom and subsequent. crash.
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TABLE 3:
Real and Nominal Income and Prices: United States,
1921-1929

Nominal Real Price

Population Income (Y) Y/cap Income (y) y/cap Deflator

Year (millions) ($billion) ($) ($billion) ($) (1929=100)

1921 108·538 61·763 569 59'567 549 103·7

1922 1l<H>49 62·996 572 63'859 580 98·6

1923 111·947 74·095 662 73'460 656 100·9

1924 114·109 75'235 659 75'559 662 99·6

1925 115·829 78·602 679 77'343 668 101·6

1926 117·397 84·566 720 82'807 705 102·1

1927 119·035 83·104 698 83'623 703 99·4

1928 120·509 84·980 705 84·918 705 100·1

1929 121·767 90·320 742 90·308 742 100·0

Source: Friedman and Schwartz (1982, Table 4.8).

economists' opinion, monetary expansion prevented a fall in
prices that should have been allowed to reflect improvements
in total factor productivity: although the M2 money stock grew
by an average annual rate of 4·6 per cent between July 1921
and August 1929 (Friedman and Schwartz, 1963, p.274),
labour productivity grew even faster (Phillips, Nelson and
McManus, 1937, p. 188). The growth in productivity was
therefore rapid enough to keep prices from rising despite
substantial growth in both total and per-capita spending. Table
3 presents some relevant statistics.

Instead of being evident in rising prices, relative inflation
mainly revealed itself in firms' profit statements. Business
revenues and profits kept pace with money incomes generally,
suggesting that nominal factor prices were relatively slow to
adjust. According to a report issued by the Federal Reserve
Bank of New York, profits in a sample of 99 industrial
companies increased from $416 million in 1924 to $1,065
million in 1929 (Hawtrey, 1932, p. 45). Stock prices 
reflecting the discounted value of anticipated future profits 
rose even more dramatically, implying a general expectation
that costs would not catch up with or overtake expanded
earnings or that real interest rates would remain low or both.
In fact, total wages rose much less rapidly than firms' revenues,
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increasing by only about 6 per cent between 1923 and 1929
(ibid., p. 47) - evidence of both sluggish adjustment of wage
rates and the tendency firms had of using profits to acquire
new capital.

As long as costs lagged behind earnings, monetary
expansion served to keep interest rates below their 'natural'
levels, fuelling speculation. But this would cease to be the case
once factor prices had risen proportionately with earnings,
causing a more aggressive outward shift in the demand for
loanable funds. The boom would then come to an end, unless
the monetary authorities managed to sustain it by means of an
accelerated rate of growth of aggregate spending. A
comparison here with the Britain's earlier 'Great Depression'
is instructive, for during that earlier episode most measures of
aggregate spending were more-or-Iess constant.

Proponents of the productivity norm viewed the stock
market crash as an inevitable consequence of relative inflation
that preceded it.46 Writing just before the crash, Robertson
(1928, p. 68) complained that 'in so far as the Federal System
has not gone all out for stabilising the price of labour, it
cannot, I think, be wholly absolved from the charge of having
burgled the public in these years of rapidly advancing
productivity' by holding interest rates below their 'natural'
levels. Robertson was referring to the link connecting 'easy
money' with 'forced saving', an important cause, in his view, of
unsustainable business-eycle upswings. Mter the crash,
Robertson (1931, p. 45) looked back upon policies of the
preceding years as

'a vast attempt to destabilise the value of money in terms of
human effort by means of a colossal programme of
investment...which succeeded for a surprisingly long period, but
which no human ingenuity could have managed to direct
indefinitely on sound and balanced lines' .

The Federal Reserve itself took a similar stance: in its Bulletin
(1937, pp. 827-28), the Board admitted that 'unstable
conditions may develop, as they did in the 1920s, while the
price level remains stable', and declared that a falling price

46 Chandler (1971, p. 20), in contrast, admits that. 'a case can indeed be made for
a declining price level reflect.ing increasing product.ivity per unit. of inputs', but.
says that 'it is by no means clear that a stable price level under these conditions'
is injurious.
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level would have made a greater contribution 'toward the
maintenance of [overall] stability'.

In reply to the claim that price-level stabilisation had fuelled
the stock-market boom and subsequent collapse, some
proponents of price-level stability argue that it failed only in
the sense that it was not continued after 1929 (for example,
Bach, 1940, p. 122; Mints, 1950, p. 131). But while absolute
deflation undoubtedly contributed to the depression after
1930, it cannot be blamed for the 1929 stock market crash:
during the 12 months leading to the collapse in stock prices,
both wholesale prices and the implicit price index were
practically flat, and so was the velocity of money. Income
continued to rise, although less rapidly than in preceding
months, thanks to a still-expanding money stock (Friedman
and Schwartz, 1963, chart 62). The Fed was certainly guilty of
letting the boom end when it might have tried to prolong it,
and of allowing a subsequent outbreak of deflation. But it
does not follow that high stock prices could have been
maintained without resort to outright inflation: in the face of
rising costs, the only way to sustain positive profit expectations
was by accelerating the rate of inflation, in this case from zero
to something higher. Productivity-norm theorists viewed the
stock market crash as the starting point of a malinvestment
liquidation process as well as of the downward slide in
confidence (which monetarists emphasise) that would
eventually trigger a massive monetary contraction. According
to the productivity-norm view, price-level stabilisation did set
the stage for the depression, by fuelling an unsustainable
expansion of stock prices that a productivity norm might have
avoided.

It should be stressed that, in endorsing the 'relative
inflation' view, the intention is not to downplay the role of
deflation, both relative and absolute, in deepening and
prolonging the depression of the 1930s - a genuine rather
than mythical 'Great Depression'. Indeed, the relative
inflation of the previous decade is only likely to have played a
relatively minor part in explaining the length and severity of
the depression, in contrast to its major role in causing the
stock-market boom and crash. Some early proponents of a
productivity norm - the 'Austrian' economists especially 
failed to acknowledge this fact, or acknowledged it only
belatedly, suggesting that the depression in all its severity was
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solely a 'correction' of previous maladjustments, and arguing
against any resort to expansionary monetary policies, even
when they would merely have seIVed to stabilise nominal
spending and income.47 Such advice was inconsistent with a
genuine productivity norm, which calls for monetary
expansion to prevent any deflation not consistent with
improvements in factor productivity. Sadly, in failing to take a
vigorous stand against the deflationary policies of the early
1930s, economists of the Austrian school unwittingly
encouraged later generations of theorists to dismiss wholly
valid arguments favouring deflation in non-crisis times.

The 1973-74 Oil and Agricultural Supply Shocks48

The importance of appropriate price-level policy was brought
home more recently by the oil and agricultural crises of the
early 1970s. These crises had ~n enduring adverse effect on
overall productivity (Tatom, 1979). While the crises were
unfolding, monetarists, including Allan Meltzer (1974),
Milton Friedman (1974), and Robert Barro (1976), argued for
more aggressive contraction of money and credit to
counteract accelerating inflation, without bothering to
distinguish between price movements linked to expanded
spending and movements consistent with reduced
productivity.49 Others, including Alan Blinder (1981),
Edmund Phelps (1978), Robert Gordon (1975), and Arthur
Okun (1980, pp. 253-55) argued for greater monetary

47 On Hayek's views in particular see Haberler (1986) and Selgin (1995b).

48 Recent. writ.ers, for example Taylor (1985), have adopt.ed t.he misleading
practice of referring to (negative) supply shocks as 'price shocks', as if an
increase in aggregat.e spending could not. also cause t.he price level t.o rise
unexpect.edly.

49 This prescription was not. based upon ignorance as t.o what. was happening t.o
real costs. On t.he cont.rary: some argued explicitly t.hat increased real costs do
not.just.ify depart.ure from a constant. price-level rule. Thus Barro (1976, p. 3)
wrot.e t.hat. '[a]dverse shifts like t.he oil and agricultural crises will reduce
out.put. and cause painful relative adjust.ments no matter what. t.he reaction of
t.he monetary aut.hority. Added monetary noise would only complicat.e and
lengt.hen t.he process of adjust.ment.'. Not.e how Barro t.reats any change in t.he
price level as a source of 'monetary noise', whet.her or not. t.he change reflects a
change in t.ot.al spending. Robert. Hall (1984, p. 308) t.ook a similar stand in
obseIVing t.hat. 't.he corrective action' by t.he monetary aut.horit.ies 'must. be
more t.han a nudge' whenever 'a sharp movement. in t.he price level comes
from oil, agriculture, or elsewhere'.
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expansion - which would have meant more inflation - to
'accommodate' the adverse supply shocks and dampen their
labour-market effects. Both sides in this controversy
overlooked a third policy option - the productivity norm 
according to which the money stock should have remained
more-or-Iess constant (depending, as explained below, on the
elasticity of demand for money balances), allowing prices to
increase in proportion to the rise in unit real costs of
production, but no further, and allowing the supply of labour
to decline only to the extent that the decline was warranted by
lowered real wages.

Of course, a 'passive' monetary policy - one that neither
reduces nor expands the stock of money - is not always
appropriate following a supply (productivity) shock. Whether
it is depends on the (real) income elasticity of the demand for
money. A passive policy is called for if the demand for money
is 'unit elastic' - meaning that the real value of the public's
desired holdings of money is strictly proportional to the
public's real earnings, ceteris paribus. If the demand for money
is elastic or inelastic relative to real income, even a
productivity norm requires some adjustment of the money
stock following a productivity change. If the demand for
money is elastic relative to real income, so that an increase in
real income leads to a more than proportionate increase in
the demand for real money balances, an increase in
productivity requires an increase in the money stock to ensure
that prices fall in proportion with the increase in productivity
but no further. If the demand for money is inelastic relative to
real income, an increase in productivity requires some
reduction in the money stock to make prices fall sufficiently.

To the extent that pleas for 'accommodating' supply shocks
were grounded in evidence of an inelastic demand for money,
accommodation would have been entirely consistent with a
productivity norm. But, as Stanley Fischer (1985, pp. 1-2) has
observed, an accommodative response to supply shocks is not
generally warranted:

'[S]upply shocks by themselves are unlikely to lead to
unemployment if monetary policy remains passive and so long as
there is no real wage resistance by workers. It is rather the
aggregate demand effects associated with supply shocks 
including counter-inflationary policy responses - that are
responsible for unemployment.'
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When the demand for money is unit-elastic relative to real
income, prices will automatically rise in proportion with fallen
output, and real wages will fall correspondingly (ibid., p. 8).

It is far from clear, moreover, that the demand for money
was in fact inelastic when the oil crisis struck. According to
Milton Friedman and Anna Schwartz (1982, p. 233), money's
real-income elasticity has had a value of about 1·2 over the last
century or so, allowing for a post-war shift in the demand for
money. According to this estimate, money is more a 'luxury'
than a necessity - meaning that, if anything, its stock ought to
be reduced in response to any setback to productivity.

That the money stock (and aggregate spending) actually
grew too fast during the oil crisis seems evident from data,
summarised in Table 4, showing rapid growth in both total
and per-capita spending. These figures offer further evidence
that the demand for money relative to real income did not
increase. A result of this was that, as in the case of the First
World War inflation in Sweden and elsewhere, the price level
rose more than in inverse proportion to the fall in productivity
and real output per capita. The monetarists were therefore
justified in claiming that the money stock was growing too
rapidly. They went too far, though, in suggesting that the
most appropriate rate of expansion was one that would have
kept the price level from rising at all.50

A distinct argument for 'accommodating' supply shocks,
which often appears alongside the previously discussed
argument, does not require an inelastic demand for money. It
assumes instead that the goods (such as fuel-oil and produce)
whose output is most directly affected by supply shocks are
ones for which demand is relatively inelastic. An adverse
supply shock will then cause spending on these goods to
increase. This means that, even if aggregate spending remains

50 A referee suggests t.hat I may be being unfair to the monetarists: after all, he
observes, most monetarists would rat.her not. let central bankers have t.he
discretion that might be needed to allow them to minimise the harmful
consequences of each and every shock to which the economy may be exposed.
According to this view, an occasional, less t.han ideal policy response is a price
wort.h paying so t.hat. central bankers will not have a licence t.o abuse t.heir
power. I sympathise with this view. Nevertheless, t.he fact. is t.hat. t.here was no
price-level stability rule in effect. when the oil-shock struck. Given this context,
it. seems t.o me that monetarists who argued for monetary tightening sufficient
to stabilise the price level were arguing for something beyond mere adherence
to a monetary rule.
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TABLE 4:
Real and Nominal Income and Prices: United States,
1970-1975

Nominal Real Price

Population Income (Y) Y/cap Income (y) y/cap Deflator

Year (millions) ($billion) ($) ($billion) ($) (1929=100)

1970 204·878 740'587 3,615 296·591 1,448 249·7

1971 207·053 801'277 3,870 304·546 1,471 263·2

1972 208·846 885·254 4,239 316·389 1,515 279·8

1973 210·410 987·543 4,693 330·352 1,570 298·9

1974 211·901 1,059'479 5,000 330·621 1,560 321·7

1975 213·540 1,125'473 5,271 324·812 1,521 346·5

Source; Friedman and Schwartz (1982, Table 4.8).

stable, the demand for other products, and their producers'
revenues, must fall. If money wages are rigid, workers in non
supply-shocked industries may end up unemployed unless the
monetary authorities take steps, not merely to sustain, but to
expand, aggregate spending.51

But this argument proves too much. For if an expansion of
the money stock is warranted to prevent, not a general decline
in spending, but a decline affecting certain industries only and
matched by an equal expansion of spending elsewhere, then
monetary expansion would seem to be justified, not just in
response to an adverse supply shock, but also in connection
with any shift in demand from one set of producers to
another. For here no less than in the supply-shock case some
producers are affected )ust as they would be by a one-time
reduction in [aggregate spending] .' (Okun, 1980, p. 254)

51 A peculiar asymmetry seems to affect arguments for monetary
'accommodation'. One never encounters t.he opinion t.hat. a !JoJitive
productivity or supply shock directly affecting goods in inelastic demand
should be 'accommodated' through a forced reduction in aggregat.e spending.
Richard Lipsey (1990, p. 28) illustrates this asymmetry quit.e clearly in
obseIVing that, because economies are 'subject. t.o periodic supply-side shocks',
it may be desirable to prefer 'a target. of some modest, positive rat.e [of
inflation] - say, 2 per cent - rather than zero'. The argument seems to assume
t.hat. all supply shocks are negative ones, as if positive 'shocks' were not (by
definition) just as frequent.
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Consistently applied, the above reasoning amounts to a
recipe for high inflation: the money stock would have to be
expanded sufficiently rapidly to maintain a fixed level of
revenue even in industries whose output is no longer wanted
by anyone r Moreover the reasoning simply overlooks the fact
that it is perfectly desirable to allow spending on certain goods
to decline in response to a relative decline in the demand for
those goods, even if that means letting certain industries
become 'depressed'.

Years before OPEC, zero-inflationist Lloyd Mints (1950, pp.
117-18) seemed to anticipate accommodationists' reasoning in
pointing out that 'Monetary action is not appropriate as a
remedial measure for the economic ills of specific areas,
industries, or groups of consumers or producers'. We must,
after all, insist on a distinction between shocks that depress the
overall value of money wages (which the monetary authorities
ought to combat), and ones that merely alter the relative
distribution of money wages (which the authorities ought to
ignore).

Is offering the above monetary policy prescription brushing
aside sectoral unemployment problems resulting from rigid
money wage-rates? There will, indeed, be some increase in
frictional and structural unemployment following the sort of
industry-specific shocks discussed above. But the presence of
rigid money wage-rates (which might seem to justify turning
on the money spigot to stop the unemployment) turns out to
be something of a red herring, since (as we saw earlier) the
situations being contemplated are ones where, given that
labour mobility equalises wage-rates across industries, even
relative money wage-rates do not necessarily have to change. In fact,
as Fritz Machlup (1952, pp. 403-04) once noted, any supply
shock-induced difference between nominal wages in relatively
depressed industries and those in relatively prosperous ones is
inconsistent with a competitive general equilibrium if it means
having certain industries 'pay higher wages for the same kind
of work that rates lower wages elsewhere'.
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v. THE PRODUCTIVITY NORM IN PRACTICE

The Productivity Norm and Nominal Income Targeting

Were a productivity norm put into practice, a stable price level
would be observed only under conditions of constant factor
productivity. As productivity grew, prices would fall. If past
estimates of aggregate productivity growth rates are any guide,
a secular decline in prices of between one and three per cent
per year (depending on how productivity is measured) could
be expected in 'normal' times. Exceptions would be periods
of extraordinary progress, when prices would fall more rapidly
than usual, and periods of increased scarcity and reduced
output per capita, such as during wars, harvest failures, and
other 'supply shocks', when prices would rise, perhaps sharply.

Just how does one put a productivity norm into practice?
Although a number of alternative procedures might be
considered, perhaps the most practical of them would be a
version of nominal income (CNP or CDP) targeting, the
general advantages of which have been set forth by Bennett
McCallum and others.52 Because these writers view nominal
income targeting as a means of achieving long-run price-level
stability, they would have the central bank aim for a growth
rate of nominal income equal to the (natural) growth rate of
real output. They would, in other words, allow innovations to
productivity to have only temporary price-level effects. But
nominal income can just as easily be targeted in a manner
consistent with a productivity norm, by having the monetary
authorities aim for a growth rate of nominal income equal to
the growth rate of real factor (labour or labour and capital)
input. This moving income target would allow permanent
changes in the price level reflecting permanent changes
(including anticipated changes) in productivity.

Which Productivity Norm?
Until now the implications of 'a productivity norm' have been
considered without bothering to distinguish between labour
productivity and total factor productivity. As noted previously,

52 See the references in note 30 (above, p. 34).
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the distinction is irrelevant in a world where the ratio of
capital to labour input is not changing. In the real,
industrialised world, however, the capital-labour ratio does
change, mainly by growing over time.

Because improvements in labour productivity reflect both
improvements in total factor productivity and more capital
intensive production, a labour productivity norm would tend
to be more deflationary than a total factor productivity norm:
implementing such a norm means setting the growth rate of
nominal income equal to the expected growth rate of (quality
adjusted) labour input.53 As the capital-labour ratio changes,
holding the quality and composition of the labour stock
constant, money wage-rates remain unchanged, and real wage
rates' are kept in line with an improving marginal product of
labour entirely by means of falling output prices. The rental
price of capital must, in contrast, decline in proportion to the
decline in capital's marginal product as production becomes
more capital intensive. To the extent that labour input is less
subject to measurement errors than the input of capital
services, a labour productivity norm might be put into effect
with greater accuracy than its total-factor productivity
counterpart. Finally, because it is more deflationary, a labour
productivity norm would come closer than would a total factor
productivity norm to achieving an 'optimum' money stock.

A total factor productivity norm involves setting the growth
rate of nominal income equal to an average of expected
labour and capital input growth rates, where the growth rate
of each factor is weighted by its share of producers' expenses.
Such a norm would therefore stabilise, not money wage-rates,
but an index of factor prices, so that money wages increase
somewhat as production becomes more capital-intensive and
decline on those more rare occasions in which production
becomes less capital intensive. The rental price of capital
goods would, consequently, not have to adjust as much in
response to any given change in capital's marginal product as
it would under a labour productivity norm. Moreover, price
level movements would be more closely related to changes in
real unit production costs. Finally, although the amount of
real capital input is more subject to measurement error than

53 See the Appendix (below, pp.72-3) for a formal demonstration of this and
other statements made in this section.
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the amount of labour input, popular measurements all suggest
a relatively stable growth rate of capital input. This means that
a total factor productivity norm will be less subject to input
forecast (as opposed to measurement) errors than a labour
productivity norm.

So which option is more consistent with overall macro
economic stability? The answer is far from obvious, and the
question warrants further research. For the moment, I am
inclined to favour the total factor productivity option on
pragmatic grounds: as long as the capital-labour ratio does not
change, a total factor productivity norm is equivalent to a
labour productivity norm; when the capital-labour ratio does
change but total factor productivity does not, a total factor
productivity norm is equivalent to zero inflation. A total factor
productivity norm therefore represents something of a
compromise between a labour productivity norm and a zero
inflation norm, making it the less controversial and politically
more attractive option, as well as a useful stepping-stone from
zero inflation to a 'labour standard', should the latter
ultimately prove better in theory.

It is also relevant to observe that, regardless of its precise
form, a real-world productivity norm is bound to be far from
perfect. This has to be so, not only because we often face a
choice between keeping wages stable on one hand and
keeping prices in line with real unit costs on the other, but
also because of the great difficulties involved in measuring and
forecasting the growth rates of labour and capital input. To be
sure, measurements of real output growth are themselves
fraught with problems (Morgenstern, 1963, Chap. 14); while
the extreme volatility of productivity itself makes forecasting
real output growth far more difficult (measurement errors
aside) than forecasting real input growth.54 The real choice
we face is, therefore, not really a choice between a true
productivity norm or a truly constant price level, but between
some crude approximation of a productivity norm and some
equally crude approximation of a constant price level.

54 In the United States between 1948 and 1981, the annualised peak-to-peak
growt.h rat.e of real out.put. varied from 6·59 per cent. t.o minus 0·0024 per cent
a standard deviation of 2'697 (Bureau of Labor Stat.istics, 1983). This mainly
reflects t.he underlying volat.ility of product.ivity growt.h. The st.andard deviat.ion
of t.he peak-t.o-peak growth rat.e of labour input. during t.he same period was
only 1'03; t.he st.andard deviation of t.he capit.al input. growt.h rat.e was st.ill
smaller.
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A Free-Banking Alternative
Monetary authorities attempting to target spending can also
err by misforecasting changes in the velocity of money and the
high-powered or base-money multiplier. Such errors can,
however, be avoided by reforming national monetary
arrangements. The reform I have in mind would make it
much easier to achieve any chosen nominal income target,
while also substantially lowering the need for central-bank
discretion. Best of all, the needed reform is, largely, one that
is already taking place around the globe, albeit slowly and
unevenly. I refer to the deregulation of banks and other
private monetary institutions, and especially the removal .of
statutory reserve requirements and restrictions on private
firms' ability to issue substitutes (paper, plastic or electronic)
for government-issued paper currency.

How could a comprehensively deregulated or 'free' banking
system assist the implementation of a productivity norm? Free
banking could help by making for a relatively stable
relationship between the volume of aggregate spending (the
one thing the central bank needs to control) and the quantity
of central-bank-created base money (the one thing it definitely
can control). To see how, imagine a banking system in which
private substitutes have completely displaced government
currency holdings in the hands of the public,55 and which is
free from all statutory reserve requirements. Banks in this
system still need to keep reserves of government base money
to settle daily interbank debts. So what determines the overall
demand for bank reserves? The answer, according to received
theory, is that the demand for reserves will be a function, like
that shown in Figure 5, of the total volume of (gross)
interbank transactions, where that volume itself is
proportional to nominal income. It follows that any given
quantity of base money reserves will support a definite level of
nominal income - the level that generates a demand for
reserves equal to the available supply - no more, no less.56

55 It makes no difference if some quantity of government currency remains in
circulation, so long as that quantity stays relatively constant, instead of being
deposited in banks.

56 See Selgin (1994). More general treatments of free banking include Dowd
(1988, 1989), Selgin (1988, 1996a), Selgin and White (1994), and White
(1989). Milton Friedman (1984, pp. 49-50) was the first economist to suggest a
monetary reform combining free banking with a frozen stock of fiat base
money. See note 58 below.
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Figure 5: Reserve and Nominal Income Equilibria under
Free Banking with a Fixed Stock of Reserves

Nominal
Income
(Y)

Rs Rd

y* .

Reserves (R)

Next, consider the implications of a change in the velocity
of money, starting from a situation of supply-demand
equilibrium in the market for bank reserves. Suppose velocity
falls. Then nominal income also falls, giving rise to an excess
supply of bank reserves. Given a fixed stock of reserves,
individual banks try to lend out their share of the excess
which, in hot-potato fashion, merely gets tossed around a bit
by the banks without ever actually leaving the banking system.
The tossing-around process is, however, one that expands the
quantity of bank money until the old level of aggregate
spending is restored. The excess supply of reserves thus gets
eliminated, since the demand for reserves rises again, in effect
'cooling' the hot potato. An increase in velocity has similar
consequences, except that the money stock shrinks instead of
expanding.

In short, a free-banking system, given some fixed quantity of
base money to work with, tends automatically to stabilise nominal
income.57 Getting nominal income to grow at some

57 The qualifier 'tends' is important: changes in interest rates may alter the
relationship between nominal income and the quantity of base money, by
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predetermined rate then becomes a relatively simple matter of
having the central bank expand the stock of base money by
that rate.58 As monetarists will be especially quick to see,
enforcing this kind of central bank rule does not take a Board
of Governors, a Chancellor of the Exchequer, or a caucus of
economists. A computer will do, provided it is fed the
necessary information regarding changes (or predicted
changes) in factor supply. This adds to the beauty of the
reform, because a computer, unlike a person or committee,
will not change its mind, or go back on its word.

changing banks' desired reserve ratios. Fort.unat.ely, st.udies suggest. t.hat. t.he
demand for prudent.ial bank reserves is int.erest.-inelast.ic. Of great.er concern
are changes in payments habits and t.echnology, which may have more
substantial consequences. Wit.h luck, such changes will occur only gradually,
and will therefore not. prove overly disruptive. The changes are, in any event.,
likely t.o be ones leading t.o a reduced demand for base money and consequent.
higher rat.io of nominal income per base dollar. This risk of occasional
(relat.ive) inflation has to be weighed against. t.he well-established inflationary
t.endencies of cent.ral banks. Inst.it.ut.ions, like people, are never perfect..

58 This argument does not take into account financial innovations that might
reduce banks' demand for reserves independently of any change in t.he velocity
of money. Some time ago, Milt.on Friedman (1984, pp. 48-50) argued for
deregulating banks while freezing t.he st.ock of base money. Although Friedman
recognised t.hat. t.his policy might. lead, in t.he absence of financial innovations,
t.o deflat.ion at. a rat.e equal t.o t.he growt.h rat.e of real out.put. (hence exceeding
the growt.h rat.e of productivity), he believed that financial innovations would
work in practice tocount.er much oft.he deflation.
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VI. CONCLUSION

Zero inflationists offer a largely sound and sober view of what
monetary policy can and cannot accomplish. They
understand that secular inflation contributes nothing to
economic progress, and that policy should seek to do no more
than keep real output and employment at 'natural' levels
consistent with an efficient overall use of resources.

But zero inflationists have been advocating a monetary
policy target that at best only crudely achieves their ultimate
policy goals. In the face of innovations to aggregate
productivity, a constant price level cannot be relied upon to
avoid 'unnatural' fluctuations in output and employment. A
productivity norm, involving secular deflation interrupted by
occasional negative supply shocks, would be far better able to
achieve the zero inflationists' own ultimate objectives. In
particular, compared to zero inflation, a productivity norm:

(1) is likely to involve lower 'menu' costs of price
adjustment;

(2) is less likely to invite monetary misperception effects;
(3) is more conducive to the achievement of efficien~

outcomes using fixed money contracts; and
(4) generally keeps the money stock closer to its

'optimum' level.
Yet the productivity norm idea continues to languish, while

zero inflation grows ever more popular. Faulty analysis is, as
suggested above, one explanation for this. But there is
another. This is that zero inflationists have been busy
wrestling with arguments for secular inflation. Not long ago
they confronted a world economy hooked on double-digit
inflation, where any proposal for reducing inflation was
regarded as a recipe for depression, and where proposals for
zero inflation were considered both cruel and utopian. We
should not wonder that, under such circumstances, few
persons bothered to think about, let alone argue for, secularly
falling prices.59 And who could blame them? It was, after all,
a case of not letting the best be the enemy of the good.

59 Milton Friedman did, of course, offer his 'Optimum Quantity of Money'
argument for deflation in 1969; but until relatively recently Friedman, in his
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Fortunately the zero inflationists have prevailed, and world
inflation rates have fallen. In several countries, allowing for
some positive bias in popular inflation measures, zero inflation
itself is now close to being the status quo. That is a great
accomplishment in its own right. But its full benefits will not
be grasped unless we recognise it as a stepping-stone towards
something even better.

actual proposals for monetary policy, favoured rules aimed at achieving zero
long-run inflation. In Friedman's case, t.o be sure, something more t.han mere
pragmatism must have been behind t.he preference. More representative of a
pragmatic approach is Art.hur Okun, who assert.ed (1980, p. 284) t.hat 'No
government capable of influencing aggregate demand will live with a negative
t.rend of prices. Such a trend could and did emerge a cent.ury ago when
policymakers did not have the knowledge or the t.ools to correct. it.. But. it.
could not happen t.oday.'
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APPENDIX

Productivity Norms and Nominal Income Targets

Let

Py=wL + rK (1)

represent an economy's nominal income, where P is the
general price level, y is real output, w is the price of a unit of
average-quality labour, r is the rental price of average-quality
capital, L is labour input, and K is capital input. Also, let

(2)

be the economy's production function, where A is a total
factor productivity index and b is capital's share of total
income, rK/Py, which is assumed to be constant (as is roughly
the case in reality). The logarithmic differential of (2) with
respect to time is:

y = A + bK + (I-b) L, (3)

where italics represent growth rates. A, then, is the growth
rate of total factor productivity. Rearranging (3) gives

y - L =A + b(K - L) (4)

where y - L is the growth rate of labour productivity and K - L is
the growth rate of the capital-labour ratio.

A labour productivity norm requires that

P=L-y (5)

whereas a total factor productivity norm requires that P = -A
or, equivalently (from equation 4) that
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p = -y + bK + (1 - b) L. (6)

Equations (5) and (6) can be rearranged to give
corresponding rules for nominal income growth. A labour
productivity norm requires that

p + y = L, (7)

that is, that nominal income grow at the same rate as labour
input; while a total factor productivity norm requires that

p + y = bK + (1 - b) L, (8)

that is, that nominal income grow at a rate equal to a weighted
average of the growth rates of labour and capital input.

Lastly, we can compare the behaviour of (constant-quality)
money wages under the two regimes by taking the logarithmic
differential of (1) and recalling that b = rK/Py = a constant:

P+ Y = w +L. (9)

By substituting (7) and (8), respectively, into (9), and
solving in each case for w, we find that, under a labour
productivity norm,

w=o

meaning that money wages are kept stable; whereas, under a
tot~ factor productivity norm,

w =b(K -L),

meaning that money wages rise as production becomes more
capital intense.
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